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VOORWOORD
Voor het uitvoeren van een risicoanalyse voor werkzaamheden met genetisch
gemodificeerde organismen (ggo’s) binnen laboratoria, is in de ‘Regeling ggo’ een
beoordelingsmethodologie vastgelegd. Deze methodologie helpt zowel de aanvrager
als de vergunningverlener bij het vaststellen van het juiste inperkingsniveau voor
handelingen met ggo’s. Uitgangspunt bij de beoordeling van de risico’s van
werkzaamheden met ggo’s is kennis over de functie van de te kloneren sequentie,
bijvoorbeeld op basis van gegevens over de functie in het organisme waar de
sequentie uit afkomstig is.
Nieuwe ontwikkelingen in de moleculaire biologie, met name binnen de werkvelden
van genomics en synthetische biologie, leiden ertoe dat er steeds vaker sequenties
toegepast kunnen gaan worden waarvan de functie in eerste instantie op puur
theoretische gronden is afgeleid. Dit betekent dat er een nieuwe
beoordelingsmethodologie ontwikkeld moet worden voor te kloneren sequenties
waarvan de functie vooraf niet proefondervindelijk is bepaald.
Binnen de bioïnformatica zijn vele programma’s beschikbaar die o.a. op basis van
sequentie‐informatie, domeinstructuren en fylogenie een voorspelling kunnen doen
over de functie van een bepaalde (coderende) sequentie.
Het in dit rapport beschreven onderzoeksproject heeft beoogd te onderzoeken in
hoeverre de bioïnformatica in staat is een voorspelling te doen over de mogelijke
functie van een (coderende) sequentie. Het project heeft zich daarbij gericht tot
sequentiegerelateerde vergelijkende benaderingen en met name aandacht besteed aan
het in kaart brengen welke technieken binnen de bioïnformatica een helpende hand
kunnen bieden, en wat de mogelijkheden en beperkingen zijn van deze technieken.
Prof. Dr. P. W. M. Hermans
Voorzitter begeleidingscommissie
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VERANTWOORDING en DANK
Dit rapport is geschreven naar aanleiding van een vraag vanuit de Commissie
Genetische Modificatie (COGEM) en het Bureau GGO, omtrent de mogelijke
toepassing van bioinformatica ten behoeve van de functievoorspelling van nieuw
geconstrueerde genen. Na een eerste overleg met de begeleidingscommissie is er
vanwege de beschikbare tijd en expertise voor gekozen de beschrijving te
beperken tot sequentiegerelateerde vergelijkende benaderingen voor de analyse
van mogelijke effecten geïnduceerd door modificaties aan genen. De keuze is
gebaseerd op twee praktische argumenten. In de eerste plaats sluit de
benaderingswijze naadloos aan op de huidige praktijk van de milieurisicobeoordeling: Het mogelijke effect van een modificatie wordt van geval tot geval
bestudeerd en de inschatting van het met de modificatie samenhangende risico
wordt gedaan op grond van de aanwezige achtergrondkennis over de originele
sequentie en over de beoogde gastheer. In de tweede plaats is de vergelijkende
sequentie analyse het verst ontwikkeld in termen van het gestandaardiseerd zijn
van methoden en algoritmen. Bovendien zijn de methoden en algoritmen veelal
via web applicatie beschikbaar en dus ook te gebruiken zonder kennis van
programmeren.
Naast een sequentiegerelateerde benadering zou ook een meer data- gedreven
benadering in aanmerking kunnen komen ter versterking van de risico analyse.
Echter, alhoewel een datagedreven benadering de overhand heeft in het huidige
biologisch onderzoek dan is dat wel voornamelijk in verkennende zin. In de
bioinformatische analyse van zogenaamde ‘high throughput’ data wordt
uitspraak gedaan over de correlatie tussen de aanwezigheid van bepaalde
genen/eiwitten en bepaalde fysiologische omstandigheden. Dientengevolge is
een datagedreven benadering vooralsnog minder geschikt voor toepassing in een
risico analyse op voorhand. Daarentegen, wanneer een vermoeden bestaat van
een mogelijk nadelig effect gelieerd met bepaalde genen/eiwitten, dan kan de
analyse van ‘high throughput’ data een krachtige manier vormen om risico’s van
modificaties in te schatten.
Ik heb getracht in het rapport vooral de gedachte achter de aanpak, en de
weging van tools en sequentiegerelateerde informatie, te verduidelijken. Een
zinvolle interpretatie van de gegevens verkregen met behulp van
bioinformatische technieken is in mijn ogen onmogelijk zonder begrip van de
achterliggende gedachte. Het toepassen van de sequentiegerelateerde
technieken heb ik vervolgens meer schetsmatig beschreven en geïllustreerd. Ik
realiseer mij dat deze schetsmatigheid vaak onvoldoende basis is om er direct
een recept of protocol uit af te kunnen leiden. De precieze invulling van het
recept of protocol zal van geval tot geval verschillen en vergt in de eerste plaats
inzicht in de werkwijze.
Ter illustratie van de verschillende aspecten van sequentiegebaseerd
bioinformatisch onderzoek heb ik voornamelijk geput uit mijn eigen
onderzoekspraktijk, namelijk de vergelijkende analyse van het bacterieel
metabolisme en de daaraan gerelateerde regulatie. De gebruikte voorbeelden
zijn niet in alle gevallen direct te vertalen naar de andere biotechnologische
werkpaarden, gisten/schimmels en planten, maar in de meeste gevallen wel. Het
belangrijkste verschil tussen prokaryoten en eukaryoten is, in die zin, de grootte
van het genoom en de afstand tussen de genen. In prokaryoten omvat de gen
context vaak ook een ander gen(en) en de aan dat gen(en) gerelateerde functie
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informatie kan worden gebruikt bij de interpretatie van de functie van het
gekozen gen. In eukaryoten omvat de gen context ‘slechts’ informatie over
regulatie. Maar die informatie is wel degelijk goed te gebruiken bij de
interpretatie van de functie van een gekozen gen. Daarbij blijven, ondanks het
verschil in de organisatie van het genoom, de principes van de sequentie analyse
onveranderd. Het laatste aspect was reden te meer om vooral de gedachte
achter de analyse aandacht te geven. Ik hoop dat het rapport in zijn opzet is
geslaagd.
Tot slot wil ik hierbij de begeleidingscommissie hartelijk bedanken voor het
constructief meedenken over richting en inhoud, en voor de plezierige
samenwerking.
Christof Francke, Maart 2012
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SAMENVATTING

SUMMARY

De huidige strategie voor de risico analyse van
een genetische modificatie is gebaseerd op een
inschatting van de effecten van de modificatie op
grond van de aanwezige kennis over een nietgemodificeerde tegenhanger. De huidige
ontwikkelingen
in
de
biotechnologische
toepassing van genetische modificatie vormen
daarbij een uitdaging, niet alleen in termen van
de schaal waarop modificaties kunnen worden
geïntroduceerd, maar ook in termen van wat kan
worden gezien als functionele tegenhanger
bijvoorbeeld bij het introduceren van vreemde
(niet-eigen) genen. Dit rapport beschrijft de
mogelijkheden tot het gebruik van sequentiegebaseerde bioinformatica ter identificatie van
de functie van zulke vreemde genen. Daarbij ligt
de nadruk op de achterliggende concepten en de
praktische toepassing daarvan. Het gebruik van
evolutionaire conservering als argument om de
functiegelijkheid van twee sequenties vast te
stellen wordt beargumenteerd. Daarnaast wordt
het IT-gereedschap besproken dat kan worden
gebruikt om sequenties en hun functie te
analyseren. De toepassing van de concepten en
het gereedschap bij de annotatie van genen en
regulatoire elementen wordt vervolgens
geïllustreerd. Wij concluderen dat een
bioinformatische benadering effectief kan zijn
om sequenties met gelijksoortige functie te
identificeren, maar dat de daarbij te volgen
procedure niet zonder meer te standaardiseren
is en identificatie daarom vaak aanzienlijke
ervaring vereist. Bovendien is een juiste
interpretatie van gevaar en/of risico voor een
groot deel afhankelijk van de beschikbaarheid
van betrouwbare referentie data. Tegelijkertijd is
er ten behoeve van een snelle interpretatie
duidelijk behoefte aan computerprogramma’s
die de sequentiegerelateerde data op een
overzichtelijke manier samenbrengen.

Strategies for the environmental risk assessment
of a particular genetic modification rely for the
largest part on the interpretation of the expected
effects induced by that modification in light of
the available knowledge concerning an
unmodified counterpart. With the advance in
biotechnological applications this strategy is
challenged, both in terms of the scale at which
modifications can be introduced and in terms of
the identifiability of the appropriate counterpart.
The latter is for instance related to the extent of
the modification or to the introduction of
unknown sequences. This report explores the
potential use of sequence-based bioinformatics
approaches to assert the function of new
(putative) genes. The main focus in the
description is on the conceptual and practical
background of comparative sequence analysis.
The report therefore includes a discussion of
how evolutionary conservation can be used as a
signal to infer functional equivalency between
sequences, besides a discussion of the available
tools and pipelines to search, align and analyze
sequences and their function. The application of
the concepts and tools is illustrated for the
function annotation of several genes and
regulatory elements. We conclude that
bioinformatics approaches can be of great help
in the identification of sequences with similar
function, but that this is not achieved in a
standard fashion just like that and often will
require substantial expertise. Moreover, the
appropriate interpretation of the retrieved genefunctions in terms of hazard and/or risk is not
straightforward and will, among other things,
greatly depend on the availability of reliable
reference data(bases). At the same time, we
signal a clear need for tools that present the data
related to the comparative analysis in an integrated way to enable a concise interpretation.
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1) CHALLENGES IN GMO RISK ASSESSMENT IN
THE GENOMIC ERA AND THE NEED FOR
BIOINFORMATICS

These developments pose new challenges to
the assessment of risk with respect to the
application of genetic modification. One of the
main challenges is that one has to cope with an
ever increasing amount of, and variability in, the
data that has to be judged. The current practice
is comparative by nature and involves an
assessment on a case-by-case basis, so that the
potential effect of every single sequence
(change) has to be evaluated in light of what is
known for the original sequence and the
organism that is used. The procedure becomes
complicated the moment the number of changes
is significant and it becomes almost unworkable
in view of the time needed, the moment the
potential effect of hundreds or thousands of
random sequences are to be analyzed in depth.
Bioinformatic approaches might alleviate some
of the problems related to the large quantity of
data. Moreover, they could add relevant
information to the analysis by identifying
formerly not recognized links between sequence
and function information.

a) Introduction
The advent of high throughput genomics
technology has spurred the diversity in the
biotechnological
application
of
genetic
modification in terms of scale and in terms of
directed-ness (Carr and Church 2009). The
increased availability of genome sequences has
allowed a deeper insight in the organization of
the genetic material, the variability of that
material, and the genetic similarity and
difference between organisms. The traditional
approaches in the field of microbial
biotechnology have profited from the expansion
in knowledge and technical capabilities in the
sense that difficult constructs (e.g. chimeric
genes or genes with multiple mutations) can be
made and tested more easily. The same holds in
the fields of floriculture (Chandler and Tanaka
2010; Chandler and Brugliera 2011) and crop
development (Varshney et al. 2009; Edwards and
Batley 2010; Mochida and Shinozaki 2010).
Simultaneously, the increase in the amount of
data and derived knowledge opens up new
roads. For instance in the engineering of
microorganisms or plants, knowledge of the
system, i.e. the availability of gene-based
reconstructions and models, enables optimizing
the design, and the high throughput methods
enables the rapid screening of a large number of
designs (Danchin 2004; Nielsen and Jewett 2008;
Mochida and Shinozaki 2011). The large scale
also allows for evaluating the properties of
randomly generated gene/protein sequences
using microorganism as a micro-laboratory
(Fisher et al. 2011). In the field of synthetic
biology the accumulated knowledge on gene
function and regulation, and the improved DNA
and protein synthesis capabilities (Ma, Saaem,
and Tian 2011), are being exploited to rationally
design genetic modules de novo. These modules
are used for applications in biomedicine (Weber
and Fussenegger 2011), the improvement of
crop (Gaeta et al. 2011), or the synthesis of
chemicals using micro-organisms as factories
(Bayer 2010; Boyle and Silver 2011; Ellis and
Goodacre 2011).

In view of the above COGEM (Commissie
Genetische Modificatie) and the RIVM/GMO
Office have formulated the following research
questions: “Can bioinformatics techniques and
approaches contribute to the determination of
the function of a particular sequence or to the
exclusion of harmful functions?” and “What are
the limitations connected to the related
techniques and approaches?”. The main aim of
the ensuing research is to harness the decision
process such that the new challenges can be
coped with in a more comprehensive way. From
a practical point of view the questions can be
reformulated as: “How can one go about
sequence-based function annotation?”, “What
tools and information should be used?” and
“How reliable is the outcome?”. In this report we
will give a background to the current risk
assessment procedure and how bioinformatics
approaches could fit in (chapter 1); we will
describe the process of comparative sequencebased function annotation, the tools and the
underlying concepts (chapter 2); we will illustrate
the potential application of the concepts and
tools in the analysis of protein or DNA/RNA
sequences (chapter 3); and give some
conclusions and future perspectives (chapter 4).
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b) Current practice and procedures
There is global consensus about the principles
behind a GMO environmental risk assessment
procedure. Nevertheless, the associated
legislation and procedures vary considerably
between different countries (Paoletti et al.
2008). In essence, the risk of a certain
modification is derived based on an estimate of
the difference in behavior that is induced
between the unmodified counterpart and a
modified entity. In Europe the principles of the
procedure have been laid down in several
guidance documents by the European Food
Safety Authority (EFSA), each directed at specific
groups of organisms like microorganisms (EFSA
2011), plants and crops (EFSA 2006), or animals
(Henry et al. 2009). In addition, a clear distinction
is made in the kind of application, like different
forms of contained use (e.g. in laboratory
research or industry) or the deliberate release
into the environment. It is required that the
assessment is structured and involves, besides an
evaluation of intended and non-intended
differences, in the first place an identification of
potential hazards (Sparrow 2010). The potential
risk of a certain GMO application is then
determined on basis of the potential hazard and
an estimate of the chance that the related
properties are evoked during use. There are
numerous papers suggesting improvements to
the procedure like using preliminary data
(Bergmans et al. 2008), the application of other
frameworks (Kuiper and Davies 2010), or the
explication of test hypotheses (Johnson et al.
2007; Romeis et al. 2008). There is also criticism
on for instance the lack of transparency related
to the factual basis of the assumptions made in
some assessments (e.g. (Tamis, van Dommelen,
and de Snoo 2009)). The overall procedure is
hardly disputed nonetheless. Currently, the
biggest challenge for the improvement and
development of suitable GMO risk assessment
strategies is the before-mentioned expansion in
the diversity of biotechnological applications, or
areas of application. For example, guidelines
have to be fused to handle the production of
pharmaceuticals using GMO plants (Spok et al.
2008), whereas new guidelines were drafted for
commercial parties synthesizing DNA or protein
sequences (see discussion in (Eisenstein 2010;
Erickson, Singh, and Winters 2011). In the latter

case, the new US government guideline (US
government 2010) stipulates the use of a
bioinformatics screening of sequences. And a
clear-cut bioinformatic implementation of the
screening has already been suggested (Adam et
al. 2011). At the same time, experts have
commented that manual inspection of the
screening results should remain an important
part of the overall assessment (Eisenstein
2010).

Figure 1. The two main perspectives within
the application of bioinformatics in biology.
c) Bioinformatics is a scientific discipline
With the increase in computer power and the
almost simultaneous increase in the amount of
available biological data, Bioinformatics has
emerged as an independent scientific discipline
within the biosciences. The discipline has grown
rapidly to include a variety of fields that each
requires its own specialism, much like in the case
of the disciplines Biochemistry and Biophysics.
Basically, the discipline Bioinformatics involves
the application of information technology and its
concepts to the study of biology and medicine. It
centers around two main interdependent focus
areas which might be summarized as ‘data
handling’ and ‘data interpretation’ (see Figure 1).
The former area includes activities like literature
mining, next generation sequencing or mass
spectrometry, and the storage and appropriate
assembly of the generated data. The latter area
includes activities like network reconstruction
and modeling, or function annotation based on
sequence and structure. Thereby, the use of the
appropriate bioinformatics approach is an
essential step in the extraction of new
knowledge from any combination of high
throughput data. The approach can either be
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data-driven, i.e. linking available data or
information on basis of observed correlations, or
knowledge-based,
i.e.
linking
available
data/information on basis of biological concepts.
A knowledge-based approach is the most
applicable in the assessment of the potential
consequences
of
a
particular
genetic
modification. It is currently better developed and
relates directly to a mechanistic description of
biological phenomena, which makes it better
suited for a (more) quantitative assessment of
risk.

witnessed by the two-yearly CASP competition
that was held for the 9th time in 2010 (Moult et
al. 2011). In recent years the predictions have
come closer to reality. Nevertheless, without
prior knowledge these efforts are still far from
delivering specific function predictions. In other
areas advance has been made too, for instance
with respect to the sequence-based prediction of
protein sub-cellular location (Zhou et al. 2008;
Rastogi and Rost 2010). Similarly, the application
of bioinformatics techniques in the field of
systems biology has led to relatively reliable
functional predictions on the basis of gene
content alone (Price, Reed, and Palsson 2004;
Teusink, Westerhoff, and Bruggeman 2010;
Bordbar and Palsson 2011; Orth et al. 2011). But
also in the latter case the methodology is not yet
applicable without investing a considerable
amount of time and expertise. We will limit our
description of potentially relevant bioinformatics
approaches therefore mainly to those
approaches that are easily accessible and which
aim primarily to infer functional equivalence on
the basis of sequence similarity.

d) Justification of focus of study
The guiding principle of a knowledge-based
bioinformatics approach is that functional
information is gathered/connected on the basis
of sequence comparisons. Basically, a sequence
under study (the query) is used to find similar
sequences (the subjects) that are connected
somehow to experimental data and/or literature.
In case the similarity between the query and a
subject is high it can be inferred that the
information linked to the subject can also be
linked to the query. This procedure fits
seamlessly to the initial phase of the current risk
assessment procedure, where the knowledge on
a subject (e.g. the organism that is used, the
original sequence, or the cellular physiology) is
used to assess the potential effect of the changes
present in the query. Thus a bioinformatics
approach may add considerably to the initial
phase of the risk assessment that is the
identification of potential hazard (Adam et al.
2011; EFSA 2011). In contrast, as current
bioinformatics techniques deal primarily with
linking/transferring information they are not
well-suited to determine risk yet. For the
calculation of risk, background models are
needed that incorporate the probabilities related
to certain events. Although comparative genome
analyses may shed light on these probabilities in
the future, the related methodology is still far
from a general practical application. Similarly,
although in principle it should be possible to base
a function prediction on sequence and first
principles alone, much of the essential
knowledge to do this is still insufficient. For
instance in the area of protein structure analysis
researchers have been busy for many years to
predict structure directly from sequence, as
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2) PRINCIPLES AND TOOLS BEHIND THE
SEQUENCE-BASED TRANSFER OF INFORMATION

one of the cornerstones of comparative
molecular biology (Friedmann 2004). The
uniformity of chemistry implicitly requires that
the proteins involved in cellular metabolism
should share similar properties in different
organisms. From an evolutionary perspective the
necessary similarity is ensured by genetic
conservation. Hence the lineage of sequences
between species is the main determinant to
decide about functional similarity in comparative
sequence analyses: a gene that has been
evolutionary conserved between two species in
general will encode a protein of (near-)identical
function in both species.
The appropriate definition of the terms used
to describe the evolutionary relationship
between two sequences has been a subject of
hot debate among geneticists and evolutionary
biologists (as described in (Abouheif et al. 1997;
Egel 2000; Koonin 2005; Fitch 2000). From a
practical point of view we prefer a use that was
clearly set out by W.M. Fitch1. One of the terms
that is often used inappropriately and thereby
causes much confusion is ‘homology’. In the
practical definition by Fitch, ‘homology’ refers to
the evolutionary relation between two
sequences that derive from one ancestral
sequence. Because of time, the composition of
the two sequences will have diverged and as a
result the sequences will share a certain
percentage
identity
or
similarity
(not

A direct way to evaluate a prediction of the
encoded function of a DNA sequence is by
sequence comparison. Likewise the effect of
sequence changes can be evaluated by
comparison of the sequence with other
sequences of known function. In case the
similarity between a pair of sequences is
sufficient it can be inferred that they share
similar properties, like encode the same protein.
During the process of comparison and inference
at least three essential choices have to be made:
i) that of the sequences that are to be compared
(e.g. via the particular choice of a reference
database, the comparison of full length or partial
length, the use of protein sequence or DNA
sequence); ii) that of a similarity measure (e.g. Evalue, evolutionary relatedness); and finally iii)
that of the level of similarity that can be
considered sufficient to decide that sequences
probably encode the same function (e.g. by using
E-value cut-offs or evolutionary criteria).
In the following sections the principles of
sequence comparison and analysis, casu quo
function annotation will be discussed. First (I),
the evolutionary premiss behind comparative
sequence analysis will be described together
with the associated terminology. Then, the
hierarchical nature of function and its
consequences for sequence analysis will be
discussed; Second (II), the knowledgebase and
some issues of data privacy will be described;
Third (III), the tools to perform sequence
similarity searches, to make multiple sequence
alignments or to cluster sequences will be
described; And finally (IV), different ways to
evaluate what is considered sufficient similarity
to allow inference of function will be discussed.

1 The evolutionary relationship between genes is
described using the following terminology (from Fitch,
W. M. 1970. Further improvements in the method of
testing for evolutionary homology among proteins. J
Mol Biol 49:1-14, Fitch, W. M. 2000. Homology a
personal view on some of the problems. Trends Genet
16:227-231.):
analogy is the relationship between two genes that
have descended from unrelated ancestral genes but
have converged to acquire similar functionality.
homology is the relationship between two genes that
have descended from a common ancestral gene and
have diverged on the sequence level.
orthology is the relationship between two
homologous genes that originate from the same gene
in the most recent common ancestor of the species
that are compared.
paralogy is the relationship between two homologous
genes that arose from a gene duplication.

I) CONCEPTS OF EVOLUTION AND FUNCTION
a) The implication of the unity in biochemistry
on evolutionary conservation
In 1926 Albert Jan Kluyver and his student
Hendrick Jean Louis Donker published their
seminal work on “Die Einheit der Biochemie”
(Kluyver and Donker 1926) (see also (Kluyver,
1924)). The idea of a uniform biochemistry for all
organisms was readily accepted, expanded (e.g.
(Monod and Jacob 1961)) and ultimately became
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homology!). In this scheme, sequences that
share similarity and/or have the same molecular
function by virtue of convergence (i.e. because
they descended from unrelated ancestral
sequences) are termed ‘analogous’. The
evolutionary relation between homologous
genes or proteins is reflected by the use of the
term ‘gene- or protein-families’.
Another relational term that causes confusion
is ‘orthology’. We have illustrated the
appropriate use in Figure 2. Correct usage of the
term is important because orthologous
sequences can be inferred to have (near-)

identical molecular function. Nevertheless, the
biological role of orthologous sequences sometimes varies as the role is not only determined by
the properties of the sequence itself but also by
the environment the sequence is in. For instance,
orthologous genes that are expressed under a
different condition, might perform differently
(e.g. a change in pH might change the specific
activity of a protein). Consequently, it can be
assumed that paralogous sequences either have
very similar yet distinct molecular functions, or
have (near-) identical molecular functions but
distinct biological roles (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. The lineage of the genes related to maltose transport and phosphorylation in
Lactobacillus plantarum.
A) The phylogenetic relationship between the compared species (left) and the compared gene clusters (right).
The displayed clusters are composed of genes that encode a LacI-family transcription regulator (i.e. mdxR, R1
and R2), a maltose-proton symporter of the GPH-family (malT) or an oligo-maltose ABC transport system
(malEFG and msmK), and a maltose phosphorylase (yvdK, map2 and map3).
B) Description of the evolutionary relationship between some of the genes constituting the clusters. L.
plantarum WCFS1 has 12 genes genes encoding LacI-family transcription regulators (Francke et al. 2008), where
lp_0172 (i.e. R2) and lp_0173 (i.e. R1) are more distant family members (i.e. homologs) and are found
associated to maltose transport and phosphorylation. L. plantarum WCFS1 has 4 genes of the
GlycosylHydrolase 65 family (CAZY nomenclature). Map1 and Map3 of L. plantarum are paralogs and they were
both annotated as a maltose phosphorylase because of the orthologous relationship with Map of Bacillus
subtilis (yvdK) and because of the conserved gene context. The two map homologs found in L. mesenteroides
are both orthologous to L. plantarum map3 and as they arose after the last speciation event they are
considered in-paralogs.
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Figure 3. The functional hierarchy within the cell, the flow of information and the molecular
nature of life.
Cellular metabolism can be perceived and described at various levels of abstraction. Depicted in the middle is
the central paradigm of cellular metabolism: A) The DNA represents the genetic information that implicitly
encodes all macromolecular players. It is being maintained in progeny by virtue of replication. B) The DNA is
being transcribed to various forms of RNA, some with regulatory functions while others are involved in the
translation to C) protein. The proteins catalyze the D) metabolic conversions necessary to energize and build up
the cell. Depicted on the left is the same hierarchy formulated in terms of molecular information. The partial
protein sequence relates to MECDP-synthase (PFAM domain YgbB), which plays a role in terpenoid backbone
biosynthesis (KEGG map 00900). Depicted on the right are representations of related molecular structures as
they were taken from the wwweb. A) courtesy of Christian Ude. B) courtesy of Joel L. Sussman et al. JMB, 1978.
C) courtesy of Mariana Ruiz Villarreal. D) The illustration of a mycoplasma cell is a courtesy of David S. Goodsell,
the Scripps Research Institute.
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A strong indicator of orthology and/or
functional equivalency is the conservation of
genomic context (Huynen et al. 2000), which can
by and large be considered as a conserved colocalization of genes on the genome. In classical
genetics, the term ‘synteny’ was used to describe
the physical co-localization of genetic loci on the
same chromosome within an individual or a
species. In comparative genomics the term is
often used to describe the fact that gene-pairs or
clusters on the genome have been conserved
between species. As a result of these two slightly
different definitions, also the use of this term has
been
subjected
to
debate
(Passarge,
Horsthemke, and Farber 1999). The problem is
nicely described by Dewey (Dewey 2011). He
proposes to use the term ‘positional orthologs’
or ‘toporthologs’ to refer to orthologs with
conserved genomic context. Nevertheless, the
application of toporthology as a concept is not as
simple as it might seem. While studying the
genomic origin and fate of gene duplicates, it
was found that in around 30% of the cases the
two most similar gene sequences between two
species where not the two sequences with
similar context (Notebaart et al. 2005). In the
case of these very similar genes the genomic
context most probably is the strongest indicator
of functional equivalency (Burgetz et al. 2006).

Another complication in the interpretation of
the term ‘function’ arises from the dichotomy
between sequence either viewed as code (i.e.
information) or as a molecule (i.e. having a
physical structure). Within the discipline of
Bioinformatics sequences are treated mostly in
terms of the former. Nevertheless, inevitably,
the natural constraints act at the molecular
3
level . A final point of consideration is illustrated
in Figure 3 and involves the fact that the
molecular functions linked to a DNA sequence
relate to properties that play a role at different
process levels.
In a protein sequence (primary structure) the
ordered amino acids form a spatial structure
(secondary and tertiary structure) and within this
stucture many residues fulfill specific roles, like
compose the catalytic site or form a binding
surface. Actually, most proteins harbor more
functions/roles which are in general not related
to the same residues and are also not related to
a similar number of residues. Appropriate
function annotation is complicated by such
multiple functions/roles as one of them in most
cases dominates the conserved sequence
signature. For example, the ABC multicomponent transport system, which represents one of
the largest and most ancient protein superfamilies, is characterized by an ATP-binding
protein sub-unit (Dassa and Bouige 2001;
Davidson et al. 2008). The capacity to bind and
hydrolyze ATP is encoded by an evolutionary
conserved set of residues making the
functionality easily tractable (e.g. by using
sequence profiles). The sub-unit also has a

b) A hierarchical perspective on function
Function is a central concept in the process of
annotation. However, its use in the description
of molecular properties is ambiguous. We will
therefore use the term ‘function’ or ‘molecular
function’ (Bork et al. 1998) to refer to context2
independent properties of a molecule (Francke,
Siezen, and Teusink 2005). For instance, in the
case of a protein the ‘molecular function’ could
be that it can catalyze a certain reaction or has
affinity for a specific protein or a specific
sequence of DNA. We will use the term ‘role’ to
refer to context-dependent properties of a
molecule. For example, a protein does act in a
certain pathway, recruits another protein to a
protein complex or activates transcription.

3 A perfect example of the consequence of this
dichotomy can be found in the large variety in lengths
of transcription factor (TF) binding-sites predicted on
the basis of statistical considerations only (as done in
many bioinformatics tools). However, most TFs
interact with the DNA by virtue of a protein helix-turnhelix motif (HTH). In molecular terms the HTH slides
into the (major-)groove of the DNA. As the DNA is
helical the number of exposed nucleotides to the HTH
is thereby limited to around 5-7. Therefore the
molecular nature of the interaction limits the physical
contact between most monomeric TFs and the DNA to
5-7 nucleotides (unless, in special cases, the DNA
bends and interacts with other parts of the protein).

2 In the strict sense ‘context-independency’ does not
exist in nature. We refer here to the properties under
standard cellular conditions
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second role: binding to the appropriate
permease sub-unit. This capacity is encoded by
different residues and is much less recognizable
as the ABC-permease proteins vary considerably
between different substrates. In some cases the
binding role has seemingly disappeared as the

two sub-units became fused in to one protein.
Nevertheless, also in these cases several residues
within the ATP-binding domain will be needed to
interact with the permease domain such that the
liberation of free-energy by the former domain is
directly coupled to transport by the latter.

Figure 4. Comparison of the composition and organization of the functional domains of four
enhancer binding proteins related to sigma factor 54.
A) BLAST E-values related to the one-to-one sequence comparisons for the Enhancer Binding Proteins (EBPs)
LevR of Bacillus subtilis, GabR of Bacillus thuriengiensis, ZraR of Escherichia coli and HupR of Rhodobacter
capsulatus. B) Domain organization of the four EBPs. The domain composition was determined using SMART
(Letunic, Doerks, and Bork 2009). One should realize that the applied Hidden Markov Models in various cases
lack the specificity to attribute the functional domain that is present (as indicated by the dashed boxes). C)
Multiple sequence alignment of part of the central AAA domain.
In many prokaryotes, sigma factor 54 is a central controller of the transcription of genes related to the biosynthesis of those
metabolites that serve as intermediates in the redecoration of the bacterial exterior (Francke et al. 2011). Sigma-54
mediated transcription initiation can only occur after activation by an Enhancer Binding Protein (EBP). There is a
considerable variety in EBPs to accommodate responsiveness to a large range of internal and environmental stimuli. The
comparison of four different EBPs can be used to illustrate various aspects of protein sequence analysis. Considering the
diversity in domain composition, the BLAST E-values that are found are relatively low. This is related to the fact that the
central ATPase domain (AAA), which is responsible for the interaction with the sigma factor and for ATP hydrolysis, is
common to all EBPs and has a clear sequence signature. Nevertheless, the EBPs can be divided in two main groups on basis
of the BLAST E-values. The two groups have a different domain order, where LevR has an N-terminal DNA-binding domain
(NtrC) and C-terminal signal recognition domains (PRD, EIIA, EIIB, PRD), and GabR, ZraR and HupR have an N-terminal signal
recognition domain (PAS and REC) and a C-terminal DNA-binding domain (HTH8). In the case of HupR the central sequence
has diverged and interaction with sigma-54 was lost (substitution FT -> LP (Davies et al. 2009)), which might explain the
much higher E-value against LevR. In addition, the divergence of the central domain might also explain the lower E-value for
the comparison GabR-ZraR versus ZraR-HupR although the domain composition of the latter two is more similar.
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The ATP-binding and hydrolyzing functionality of
the domain is also being exploited by other
proteins and protein systems. From a
perspective of evolution the domain has become
genetically associated with these different
systems or even has been fused. In fact, the
fusion of functional domains is regularly
encountered in proteins and in some cases these
domains have become shuffled during the course
of evolution (Wolf, Wolf, and Koonin 2008;
Bornberg-Bauer, Huylmans, and Sikosek 2010).
As a consequence, these protein sequences can
not be compared directly to derive their
similarity, but every domain has to be evaluated
on its own (George and Heringa 2002). The
multiplicity of functions is illustrated in Figure 4.
An assessment of the effect of particular
changes in a certain sequence, or of the
introduction of a certain sequence, will in
general be focused on effects at the protein
level. This has various reasons. In genetic
engineering most of the directed changes are in
coding sequence, as they are ultimately aimed to
affect the protein activity. Likewise, the
introduced changes in random genetic
experiments often display the most prominent
effect at the protein level. Also in practical terms
the protein level is the most accessible for study
because of the availability of sufficient functional
and structural data. Moreover, the consequence
of a change in protein sequence is often much
easier to interpret than that of a change in
nucleotide sequence because of the higher
specificity of the amino acid ‘code’ (20- vs. 4letter alphabet). Nevertheless there could be
physiological effects that are the result of
sequence changes that take effect at a different
hierarchical level, like for example in the
adaptation of regulatory elements to enable
gene expression under varying conditions (see
examples in (Hittinger and Carroll 2007; Stoebel
et al. 2009)). Unfortunately, these effects are
often hard to assess due to a lack of time, data
and/or knowledge. For instance, although a large
number of regulatory RNAs (Fröhlich and Vogel
2009; Breaker 2011; Guell et al. 2011; Meng et
al. 2011; Okamura 2011; Storz, Vogel, and
Wassarman 2011) is known and engineering
efforts are underway (see e.g. (Culler, Hoff, and
Smolke 2010; Liang, Bloom, and Smolke 2011)),
much of the variety has not yet been discovered

(including many small and non-coding RNAs) and
is relatively difficult to assess (as illustrated in
Figure 5). Thus, whereas the functional
assessment by necessity (in terms of the
available time and knowledge) often has to be
restricted to effects on the protein level it
remains important to be aware that sequence
changes might take affect at other cellular
process levels.

II) SOURCES OF INFORMATION
In a comparative sequence analysis one of the
first difficulties that has to be overcome is the
choice of the appropriate resources/databases to
search
for
information.
Unfortunately,
potentially relevant sequence and function
information is found wildly distributed over the
world-wide web and in literature. On the one
hand there are thousands of databases that
focus on biological sequences of particular
function, whereas on the other hand the
experimental information is still scattered
throughout literature because it cannot be easily
extracted and indexed. Fortunately, in several
areas a consolidation of information has
occurred and a search can be limited to a small
number of resources/databases. In addition,
some institutes have created useful portals that
enable a more structured search of the scattered
information. In the following we will describe
various types of resources/databases that are
essential for comparative sequence analyses,
give some possibilities to search the literature
using sequence information and discuss matters
of search privacy.
For the non-informaticists it is important to
be aware that most resources use their own
characteristic information storage format. As a
result the information that can be recovered
from multiple resources will strongly depend on
the applied identifiers (as illustrated in Figure 6).
Moreover, all stored public information should
be treated with caution as much of it has been
inferred on basis of automated procedures (see
(Devos and Valencia 2001; Schnoes et al. 2009))
and/or may not be regularly updated. Therefore,
one of the essential activities in the process of
comparative analysis of genes is to tract the
experimental basis of the function descriptors.
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Figure 5. The genomic position of the small RNA regulator GlmY of glucosamine-6-phosphate
synthase.
A) GlmY was found encoded upstream of the gene glrK (Reichenbach, Gopel, and Gorke 2009), which encodes
the Histidine Kinase of a two component system that gauges the stress signals Epi, sulfate, and phosphate
(Reading et al. 2009).
B) The regulatory elements connected to the expression of glmY and glrK. Bioinformatic and experimental
analysis of the upstream region of glrK in E. coli and other Enterobacteriaceae showed that there are two
overlapping promoters (sigma 70, brown; and sigma 54, red) preceding glmY (bold and underlined) and that
expression via the sigma 54 promoter is activated by the two component enhancer binding protein GlrR (=QseF,
YfhA) (binding site red underlined) after activation by the two component histidine kinase GlrK (QseE, YfhK)
(Gopel et al. 2011).
C) BLASTN search output for GlmY. A search in the NCBI refseq_rna database yielded no hits (lowest E-value
was 4 at 10% coverage). A search in the nucleotide collection and genomes database yielded one hit, namely
glmY in most of the Enterobacteriaceae. However, for the more distantly related genomes like that of Dickeya
and Serratia the E-value was already relatively high. This implies that it wil be very hard to find GlmY homologs
this way, even if they would be present in a genome.
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Figure 6. The adequacy of particular sequence identifiers to retrieve relevant data from different
databases/resources.
A) Retrieval of gi-codes from the NCBI protein database and gene names from Uniprot for the regulator
CmbR=FhuR of Lactococcus lactis. B) Retrieval of annotation information for the gene lp_1729 (locus tag) of
Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1. The gene is named malT in Figure 1. C) Number of references retrieved from
PubMed and GOOGLE Scholar using the three different protein names related to gene b2556 (locus tag) of E.
coli K12 MG1655 (see also Figure 5).
Upon submission in the NCBI repository (GenBank) every gene/protein sequence obtains a unique gene identifier (GI) and
accession number. For instance in the case of the cysteine-related regulator encoding gene of Lactococcis lactis, there have
been two individual submissions of the same gene, one using the gene-name cmbR and one using the gene name fhuR
(GI:17979637 and GI:124492028, respectively). At NCBI an additional data-table is created for every gene/protein in the
RefSeq database, again with unique sequence identifiers (GI:125623220). Many resources synchronize their databases with
that of NCBI. The standard protein data-resource Uniprot also does this and provides a Uniprot-identifier to every sequence
with a different name. In this particular case the cysteine-related regulator of L. lactis can be found using two Uniprot
identifiers, Q8VU73 (GenBank 17979637) and A2RI62 (GenBank 1244920228). Looking up the sequence using the GenBank
or Uniprot identifiers will yield only one of the gene names, whereas a search with the RefSeq identifier yields both.
Although it might seem a minor point, the used gene name can considerably affect the retrieval of additional data. For
instance a pubmed search using the individual gene names and the word ‘regulator’ yielded 6 papers in the case of ‘cmbR’ ,
whereas only 3 in the case of ‘fhuR’.
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a) Public repositories of sequence data
The scientific community is very fortunate that it
was soon recognized by US, European and
Japanese governmental agencies that the
storage of genome and protein sequence
information should be centralized. This
centralization is enforced by most publishers
who require that new sequence data related to a
publication are deposited in one of the central
resources. For genome sequence information
there are three central repositories one @NCBI
(USA; (Benson et al. 2012)), one @ EBI (EU;
(Leinonen et al. 2011)) and one @ NIG (Japan;
(Kaminuma et al. 2011)) (see Table 1). They act
as mirrors for each-others information but use
their own internal identifier system. This
sometimes impairs information retrieval
between the resources. For the retrieval of
protein sequence information the same
resources can be used. However, another logical
place to start is the Uniprot knowledgebase (the
Uniprot Consortium 2012) maintained at the EBI,
SIB (Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics) and
Georgetown University. Protein structures and
related information can be found in the PDB
(Rose et al. 2011).

been formulated on basis of sequences linked to
experimentally validated function and thus
provide a link to those data.
Importantly, all of the above-mentioned
resources provide the opportunity to search the
content using a single query sequence or a
number of them, thereby avoiding the use of
identifiers that were not ‘aligned’. Despite the
fact that there has been no clear public incentive
to create resources that link specific function
information derived from literature to the
sequence information present in the general
resources, several research groups fortunately
felt the need to do so anyway (see Table 3). The
largest of these private initiatives is KEGG
(Kanehisa et al. 2008), which was developed and
is being maintained by the Kanehisha lab in
Kyoto, Japan. It provides links between sequence
identifiers and chemical information like
compounds, reactions and pathways. The
information stored within KEGG forms the basis
of most other commercial and non-commercial
resources of sequence-linked data on function. A
second important resource of sequence-linked
annotation information is Biocyc, an organismspecific data resource developed and maintained
by the group of Peter Karp at SRI International
(Caspi et al. 2009). The main representative
EcoCyc represents data from over 21000
publications (Keseler et al. 2011). Other pathway
databases include PathwayCommons (Cerami et
al. 2011) and Wikipathways (Kelder et al. 2009)
for mainly animals and yeasts, Reactome
(D'Eustachio 2011) for humans, and PMN (Zhang
et al. 2010) or Gramene (Jaiswal 2011; YouensClark et al. 2011) for plants. Curated chemical
reaction data, e.g. enzyme names and ECnumbers (~5000 enzymes) linked to publications
and protein sequences can be found in BRENDA,
which was developed by I. and D. Schomburg at
the TU Braunschweig (Scheer et al. 2011).
Likewise, the Cazy database provides a
classification of carbohydrate active enzymes in
sequenced genomes and provides literature
references to sequences with experimentally
validated function (Cantarel et al. 2009). For
transport systems there is TCDB with a specific
classification of transport systems and extensive
links to the experimental literature (Saier et al.
2009). Specific information on all of the finished
and ongoing sequencing projects can be found in

b) Function classification schemes and public
resources of function data
Various kinds of function descriptors have been
applied to capture the molecular properties and
biological role of nucleotide and protein
sequences (Table 2). And most of the deposited
gene and protein sequences in the reference
databases have been associated to one or more
of these descriptors. However, the asserted
associations of sequence to function are not
necessarily of high quality and regularly
incorrect. By the way, this statement is far less
true for the manually curated databases like for
instance SwissProt. In the case of protein
sequences the functional information is often
derived from profile searches (see next chapter).
The profiles may relate to enzymatic or
regulatory function, but also to structural
features such as signal peptides or
transmembrane helices. One of the most
versatile protein profile databases is PFAM (Finn
et al. 2010), which also has an RNA-profile
counterpart called RFAM (Gardner et al. 2009). In
general, the profiles or sequence motifs have
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the GOLD dbase (Liolios et al. 2010). Many
additional specialized databases exist which will
not be mentioned here, but which might be very
useful given a particular problem. All of the
above-mentioned resources provide the
opportunity to search the content using a
particular functional description and then allow
the retrieval of associated sequences. These
sequences can then be compared to the query
sequence to evaluate the similarity and a
potential overlap in function.

specialized databases (for examples see Tables 5
and 6). One way to assess whether an
engineered sequence harbors potential hazard is
by comparing that sequence to the entries in
these databases. Nevertheless, the interpretation of such an assessment is somewhat
problematic given the dispersal of information.
For instance, a short survey of the world-wideweb in 2006 retrieved over 30 different websites specifically related to data on antimicrobial
resistance (Falagas and Karveli 2006). As
importantly, it is not very clear how reliable the
stored data are due to a lack of clear quality
benchmarks and whether the data have been
appropriately classified. With regard to the
latter, in the case of virulence the actual border
between the qualification virulent and nonvirulent is clearly a matter of debate (see
(Wassenaar and Gaastra 2001))4.

c) Data integration and literature search engines
Investigation of the experimental support is
essential to ensure the reliability of a function
annotation. This support can be found in two
ways, either by the interpretation of new and
existing experimental data or by searching the
literature. The three most convenient accesspoints for the experimental literature in the life
sciences are Google Scholar (scholar.google.nl),
PubMed (Lu 2011) and Web of Science
(Thomson; apps.webofknowledge.com). Each of
these services has stronger and weaker points,
but probably the highest recovery of essential
literature is achieved via the former and the
latter service. This is related to the fact that part
of the literature knowledge-base in the Life
Sciences is not represented in PubMed. All three
services allow searches forward in time via a
‘cited by’ option. Again PubMed is the least
complete. Other search engines have been
developed to search the literature using
keywords or sequences directly (examples listed
in Table 4) and more efficient next-generation
search engines are underway (see (Krallinger,
Valencia, and Hirschman 2008)).

e) Surfing the web
While searching the world-wide-web one has to
be aware that upon uploading a search string,
that string becomes public information in the
sense that it can be read by others. Although,
within the scientific community there is
agreement that this should not be done, most
commercial parties do not appreciate the risk
and perform most analyses on local servers. In
fact, many of the public resources allow the
extraction of their data to local servers.

d) Public resources of sequences that are
considered potentially hazardous.
An important aspect of the risk assessment
procedure is the evaluation of the potential
hazard that a particular sequence could harbor.
In the legislature concerning the use of
genetically modified sequences several (protein)
functions have been identified as imposing a
hazard. These include for instance, antimicrobial
resistance, toxicity, virulence-related activity and
several other functions. Many associated
sequences have been experimentally identified
and these have been stored in a manifold of

4 For example, the two component system QseEF (see
Figure 6C) was shown to be important for the
virulence of E. coli EHEC (Reading et al. 2009).
However, this system is present also in the nonvirulent E. coli strains. The complication arises from
the fact that E. coli EHEC has genes that confer
virulence upon activation by the QseEF twocomponent system, whereas the non-virulent strains
lack these genes.
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III) ALGORITHMS USED TO SEARCH AND CLASSIFY
SIMILAR SEQUENCES
Sequences with similar molecular function can be
detected and collected through sequence and
structure comparisons. In the following we will
describe the process of searching and comparing
sequences and the related bioinformatic tools.
Most of the tools that are described can be
either accessed directly via the web or can be
downloaded to be implemented locally.

any outcome of a scientific experiment” (Jones
and Swindells 2002). The intricacies of BLAST
searches have been clearly described by (Altschul
and Koonin 1998; Jones and Swindells 2002).
One of the main issues relates to the generation
and interpretation of the E-value6 as described
below. Standard searches in the NCBI reference
sequence database use a treshold E-value of
around 10-3 - 1. The value has been tested using
various sets of sequences with established
evolutionary relationship and provides a pretty
good recovery of evolutionary related
sequences. Nevertheless, the same tests showed
that there were often a significant number of
false positives and false negatives. Therefore
care has to be taken not to interpret the E-value
rigidly (Pagni and Jongeneel 2001). The E-value
depends on the size of the subject database and
the length of the query sequence. In case the
database becomes larger, E-values will increase
as a result of a higher probability of finding a
sequence to be similar just by chance. Vice versa,
in case a specialized small database is searched
the E-values will be lower, even for sequences
that are only remotely similar. In contrast a
smaller query sequence will result in a higher Evalue even in case of high sequence identity. The
E-value also depends critically on the applied
scoring matrix. In the case of protein sequence
searches, the standard scoring matrix has been
created on basis of an average protein
composition. Of course, many proteins have a
deviating composition. A way to avoid erroneous
scoring is by masking such deviating parts of the
query sequence during the search. Another way
to cope with the problem is to use a scoring
matrix that is specifically tailored for the
sequences that are being compared (Agrawal
and Huang 2011). However, determination of the
appropriate scoring matrix for any given query
sequence is non-trivial. It is therefore most
practical to use a standard scoring matrix and set
the E-value cut-off less strict. For instance, when
looking for similar protein sequences an initial
BLAST search could be performed using a

a) Pair-wise sequence comparison. The Smith
and Waterman algorithm comprises a
comprehensive approach to search for similarity
between two sequences (Smith and Waterman
1981). Although the algorithm can be speeded
up (Farrar 2007), it is often too slow to be used
for routine analysis. Instead BLAST (Altschul et al.
1990), later supplanted by the implementations
gapped-BLAST and Psi-BLAST (Altschul et al.
1997), is used by the majority of scientists to
detect evolutionary and/or functionally related
sequences. The algorithm approximates the
sensitivity of the Smith and Waterman algorithm
but is much faster. Basically, a sequence of
interest (query) is compared to all sequences
(subjects) present in a reference database in a
pair-wise fashion using a scoring matrix such as
BLOSUM62. The procedure returns those subject
sequences that score below a certain similarity
cut-off. The similarity score in terms of E-value
relates to the probability that the established
relation is found by chance (as explained in (NCBI
2011))5. The search can be performed using
either a protein or nucleotide sequence as query
and a subject database with either protein or
nucleotide sequences. Depending on the
molecular nature of the sequences that are
compared a particular BLAST variant has to be
used (e.g. BLASTP for protein against protein and
tBLASTN for protein against nucleotide). Besides
BLAST there are only a few other popular search
algorithms as listed in Table 7.
“Although execution of the search procedure
is ‘gloriously easy’, thanks to many webservers,
the outcome requires careful interpretation, like
5The precise outcome of the calculation will depend
on the implementation of the program that is being
used.

6 For the sake of convenience the E-value score is
-3
often represented in terms of an exponent. 10 is thus
represented as E-3.
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Figure 7. Identification and classification of the GPH-family members of Lactobacillus plantarum.
A) The homologs of the GPH-family were collected using an iterative BLAST procedure. The procedure was
started with the sequence of MalT (gene lp_1729; Figure 2). With an E-value cut-off of E-20, the homologous
genes lp_3533 and lp_3626 were identified (red cells). With an E-value cut-off of E-5, the gene lp_3468 was
identified, and with that gene also the genes lp_3486 (blue cells), lp_0331 and lp_0965 (green cells). An all-toall BLAST clearly separated the homologous genes in to three sub-clusters. B) The PFAM domains were
determined using the profile database of SMART. For six out of seven homologs the PFAM profile was sufficient
to recognize the family membership. However, for lp_3468 this was not the case although the BLAST E-value for
the comparison lp_3486 vs. lp_3468 clearly implies lp_3468 is a GPH-family member. C) Part of the multiple
sequence alignment that shows the conservation of the characteristic residues (created using ClustalX).

relatively low E-value cut-off, like 10-5 or 10-20.
Any subject sequence that fulfills such a criterion
can be considered related. In case there are
many of these kind of subject sequences the cut
off value can be set lower. In case a limited
number of sequences is retrieved a second
search could be performed with a raised cut-off
(e.g. 1 or 10). Even when the overall similarity is
low, the query and subject sequences might

share clearly conserved short sequence
patterns that point at a common molecular
function7.
7The range of E-value cut-offs that is given in this
paragraph might seem peculiar considering the
magnitude of covered variation. However, in our
experience such variation is often needed to retrieve a
range of related sequences. This is illustrated for the
identification of family members of the gene malT in
the genome of Lb. plantarum in Figure 7.
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b) Sequence profile comparison.
In general, evolutionary conserved patterns in a
sequence are related to the encoded function of
that sequence, especially in case the separation
in evolutionary time is long (e.g. conservation in
genes of distantly related species). These
patterns can be described for instance as motifs,
profiles, position-specific score matrices or
Hidden Markov Models (Schneider et al. 1986;
Gribskov, McLachlan, and Eisenberg 1987;
Staden 1989b; Staden 1989a; Gribskov 1992;
Tatusov, Altschul, and Koonin 1994; Yi and
Lander 1994; Bucher et al. 1996; Altschul et al.
1997; Durbin et al. 1999). Basically, all the
sequence pattern descriptors start from a
multiple alignment of the sequences that are
considered equivalent (mostly on basis of the
evolutionary relationship). For each position in
the multiple sequence alignment, every possible
amino acid is assigned a score. If a residue is
conserved at a particular position, the corresponding amino acid is assigned a high positive
score and others are assigned high negative
scores. At weakly conserved positions, all amino
acids receive a score near zero. Position-specific
scores can also be assigned to potential
insertions and deletions (Gribskov 1992; Bucher
et al. 1996; Durbin et al. 1999). The various
descriptors can be used to score the similarity of
a query sequence to a specific pattern.
PSI-BLAST employs the creation of sequence
profiles to enhance the recovery of potential
functionally related sequences (tutorial in
(Bhagwat and Aravind 2007)). The best hits
resulting from the initial BLAST similarity search
are used to create a sequence profile in the form
of a Position Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM),
which is then used to search for similar
sequences a second time (Altschul and Koonin
1998; Jones and Swindells 2002). This procedure
often works well to identify distantly related
sequences, however not necessarily (Altschul
and Koonin 1998). The success depends critically
on the threshold settings of certain search
parameters albeit to a varying extent. Altschul et
al. (Altschul and Koonin 1998) provide one
example where the increase of the initial
similarity threshold was shown essential to
improve the recovery of more related sequences
whereas they also provide an example where the
same increase caused a significant increase in the

recovery rate of false positives. Therefore,
inspection and curation of the sequence
alignment after the initial BLAST search is
essential to the success of the PSI-BLAST
procedure.
At present, sequence patterns are the main
way in which new sequences are functionally
classified. Various comprehensive resources of
protein sequence patterns or profiles, each
related to a particular function, are maintained in
the public domain (see Table 8). These include
for instance the PFAM (Finn et al. 2010), Interpro
(Hunter et al. 2009) and ProDom (Servant et al.
2002; Bru et al. 2005) resources, which are
widely being used to annotate functional
domains in unknown sequences. As a result of
the increasing number of sequenced genomes
and experimentally characterized gene products
the list of available profiles keeps expanding.
Although most of the profile databases can be
searched directly using either single or multiple
sequences, it is often more convenient to search
them via a general server like Interpro (Hunter et
al. 2009; Jones et al. 2011) or SMART (Letunic,
Doerks, and Bork 2009). In addition, various webservers like COMA (Margelevicius and Venclovas
2010), COMPASS (Sadreyev et al. 2009), ENA
(Leinonen et al. 2011), HHpred (Soding, Biegert,
and Lupas 2005; Soding et al. 2006), FASTA, FFAS
server (Jaroszewski et al. 2011), or FASTA and
SSEARCH (Pearson 1995) offer the opportunity to
search similar sequences on basis of sequence
patterns and/or structural information from the
various profile resources.
Although most profiles directly reflect
function, in the sense that the conserved
residues are often related to the function, care
has to be taken while interpreting the results of a
profile-based search (Wong, Maurer-Stroh, and
Eisenhaber 2010). The main difficulties relate to
overlapping functions (illustrated in Figure 8) and
to the appropriateness of the profiles. In case the
profiles are based on homologous sequences, it
can be that the sequence of several family
members has diverged so much from the family
consensus that it is not recognized by the profile,
whereas it is easily picked up on the basis of a
BLAST search with an orthologous or closely
related sequence (see Figures 4 and 7). In
addition, for a proper evaluation of potential
similarity in function it is very important to have
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Figure 8. BLAST and profile comparison of the ABC transport system for glutamine between the
Lactobacilli: Streptococcus mutans and Leuconostoc mesenteroides.
A) The gene context for the genes encoding the transport system in both species is given. The system consists
of three components: a characteristic ATP-binding protein/domain (PFAM: ABC_tran), a permease
protein/domain (PFAM: BPD_transp_1 in the case of polar amino acids), and a substrate binding
protein/domain (PFAM: SBP_bac_3 in the case of polar amino acids). In Streptococcus mutans these
HH
components are encoded by two genes glnQ (ATP binding) and glnP (permease and two substrate binding
domains), whereas in Leuconostoc mesenteroides they are encoded in four separate genes glnQ (ATP binding),
glnH (substrate binding), glnM (permease) and glnP (permease). The surrounding genes also encode mostly
components of different ABC transport systems.
B) One-to-one BLAST E-values and PFAM domains associated with the ABC transport encoding genes. It is clear
from the E-values that the ATP-binding domain of various systems has common features (light blue boxes). Yet
the similarity between closely related domains is also apparent from the E-values. The simililarity in terms of Evalues between the permeases is only clear for the same substrate (purple boxes). Yet, on basis of the PFAM
sequence profiles it can be deduced that the oligopeptide permease (opp) and the glutamine permease (Gln)
are homologs. In the case of the glutamine substrate binding protein/domain the one-to-one E-values are
considerably higher (red-brown boxes) than for the glutamine permease or the related ATP-binding
component, although they all represent orthologs. The large variety in one-to-one E-values for orthologous
sequences simply relates to the variety in the number of residues that needs to be conserved to retain
functionality.
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an idea of which sequence elements are present,
like transmembrane helices or leader peptides.
Various tools have been constructed to identify
the latter elements in a query sequence (listed in
Table 8). They include SignalP for leader-peptides
(Bendtsen et al. 2004; Petersen et al. 2011), and
TMHMM (Krogh et al. 2001) for transmembrane
helices. Moreover, several specific databases
exist with transmembrane profiles like (Arai et al.
2004) or transmembrane proteins like TCDB
(Saier, Tran, and Barabote 2006). In all profile
tools the given parameter set has been
optimized to provide the best search results in
the hands of non-experts.

player in the control of cellular activity, will
probably spur the progress in this field of
expertise. A nice overview of the current state of
knowledge is presented in (Masquida, Beckert,
and Jossinet 2010; Westhof, Masquida, and
Jossinet 2011).
d) Multiple sequence alignment
The functional similarity of sequences is
generally derived from an analysis of their
kinship. And the familiar relationship between
sequences is usually evaluated on basis of an
alignment of a set of multiple related sequences
(Levasseur et al. 2008; Wong, Suchard, and
Huelsenbeck 2008; Thompson et al. 2011).
Whereas in a pair-wise alignment simple and
tractable algorithms can be used to provide the
best result, direct extension towards the
alignment of multiple sequences is non-trivial.
Most popular approaches employ a so-called
progressive algorithm (Feng and Doolittle 1987)
which has been extended by a refinement
strategy, like using iterations or profiles. These
approaches include for instance CLUSTALX/W
(Larkin et al. 2007), Kalign (Lassmann, Frings, and
Sonnhammer 2009), MAFFT (Katoh and Toh
2008), MUSCLE (Edgar 2004a), ProbCons (Do et
al. 2005) and T-Coffee (Notredame, Higgins, and
Heringa 2000; Di Tommaso et al. 2011).
Unfortunately, none of them is best-suited for all
alignment problems and the preferred method
depends upon the characteristics of the
particular set of sequences that is to be aligned
in terms of the number of sequences, their
length, their evolutionary distance, the variability
in composition (e.g. varying number of domains)
and so on. For protein alignments several
benchmark sets of sequences have been created
and have been used to determine which method
works best in general (Blackshields et al. 2006;
Aniba, Poch, and Thompson 2010; Thompson et
al. 2011). Performance tests (Pei 2008;
Thompson et al. 2011) show that on average all
popular aligners provide reasonable alignments
for sequences that are relatively similar (>30%
similarity) but become worse for more divergent
sequences or for larger sets. Recently, Clustal has
been upgraded so that it can handle very large
sets of sequences. The new tool is called ClustalOmega (Sievers et al. 2011).

c) Modeling protein structure
For many proteins and protein-families structural
data can be exploited to evaluate the potential
functional relevance of differences in sequence.
In the case of a small change in a protein of
known structure, like a change in a single amino
acid residue, the prediction is mostly
straightforward (see (Venselaar et al. 2010b;
Worth, Preissner, and Blundell 2011)). The
process of extrapolating a known protein
structure to a putative structure for a similar
protein, which is called homology modeling, is
also well do-able especially for sequences with
high identity (see (Krieger, Nabuurs, and Vriend
2003; Guo, Ellrott, and Xu 2008; Venselaar et al.
2010a)). The generation of reliable ab initio
protein structure predictions has proved harder.
Nevertheless, the quality of the predictions has
increased considerably over the years (Fischer
2006; Dill et al. 2007). The quality of homologybased and ab initio methods are tested by the
scientific community in the two-yearly CASP
competition (Kryshtafovych et al. 2009; Moult et
al. 2011). Currently, many of the methods are
available as a web-service (see Table 8). The
practicalities of protein structure prediction are
discussed in (Watson, Laskowski, and Thornton
2005; Mazumder and Vasudevan 2008;
Venselaar et al. 2010a; Pavlopoulou and
Michalopoulos 2011).
Compared to protein structure prediction,
RNA structure prediction is still in its infancy. This
is signified clearly by lesser tools and servers and
also by a far more confined body of literature.
However, the changed perception of the
metabolic role of RNA, namely as another major
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A listing of popular multiple sequence
alignment tools is provided in Table 9. All of the
tools can be downloaded and locally installed,
whereas some are also available via a web-server
(e.g. via sequence analysis tool-boxes such as
Jalview (Waterhouse et al. 2009) and MEGA
(Tamura et al. 2011)). Two important features
that contribute to the practical use of the various
tools are the ease with which they can be
installed and used and the time they need to
generate an alignment. Because of that, for
routine use the fast methods are preferred. For
instance, CLUSTALW (Larkin et al. 2007) is the
most used aligner probably because it is easy to
download, install and use, even though it is not
the most accurate program (Aniba, Poch, and
Thompson 2010). Also MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) is
easy to download and is fast. However, it runs on
command line (DOS or UNIX). Kalign (Lassmann,
Frings, and Sonnhammer 2009) is the fastest,
performs well, but is less easy to install. The
most accurate fast tool is MAFFT (Katoh and Toh
2008), which is easy to download and install, and
runs on command line (DOS or UNIX). Protein
(and nucleotide) alignments can be improved in
case structural information is available. Tools like
Expresso (Di Tommaso et al. 2011), PRALINE
(Brandt and Heringa 2011), PROMALS(3D) (Pei
and Grishin 2007; Pei, Kim, and Grishin 2008) or
SPEM(3D) (Zhou and Zhou 2005) can include this
kind of information to guide the result.

Most detailed phylogenetic analyses are
based on the multiple sequence alignment.
There are several basic approaches to construct
a phylogenetic tree out of the alignment (see
(Morrison 1996; Holder and Lewis 2003)).
Constructive methods involve hierarchical
clustering based on the distance matrix that was
generated during the alignment (i.e. from the
pairwise comparison of sequences), whereas
search methods involve the reconstruction of a
putative ancestor state(s) on basis of the
observed per position variation in the alignment
and a statistical or numerical analysis to select
the optimal tree. Examples of the first approach
are the popular Neighbor Joining algorithm and
UPGMA, whereas examples of the second are
maximum likelihood and maximum parsimony
(Morrison 1996; Gascuel and Steel 2006; Whelan
2008). In addition, Bayesian analyses have been
introduced for the purpose of tree generation
(see (Holder and Lewis 2003)). Although each of
the methods has particular advantages and
disadvantages the Neighbor Joining algorithm is
most commonly used for fast routine analyses. In
general Neighbor Joining suffices to cluster
orthologous sequences correctly, where the
correctness for the observed clustering becomes
apparent from the associated statistical support,
like acquired by using bootstrapping (technique
explained in (Varian 2005); Figure 9). Of course
also more complicated methods have been
developed to analyze the reliability and
comparability of sets of trees (e.g. (Hillis, Heath,
and St John 2005; Arnaoudova et al. 2010)).
For the analysis of individual cases, a clear
visualization of the trees and of the genomic
context is essential to enable rapid
interpretation. Many tools and servers have
been developed to achieve clear visualizations
(examples given in Table10 and 11). Easy to use
programs/servers
for
tree-viewing
are
Dendroscope (Huson et al. 2007), LOFT (van der
Heijden et al. 2007) and iTOL (Letunic and Bork
2007). Often used servers for the analysis of
gene context include: Artemis (Carver et al.
2008), Microbial Genome Viewer (Kerkhoven et
al. 2004), Microscope (Vallenet et al. 2009),
phiGENOME (phages (Stano and Klucar 2011)),
UCSC Archaeal Genome Browser (Chan et al.
2011) and NCBI Map viewer (Wolfsberg 2011).

e) Phylogeny and classification
As discussed earlier, the evolutionary
relationship between sequences can be taken as
indicative of their functional similarity (Eisen and
Wu 2002). The study of the evolutionary history
of genetic material is referred to as
phylogenetics. The historical relationship
between genes and proteins can be represented
in a phylogenetic tree (Whelan 2008). The
construction of historically reliable trees for gene
and protein sequences is a research field of its
own (see books by (Felsenstein 2003; Lemey,
Salemi, and Vandamme 2009; Hall 2011; Huson,
Rupp, and Scornavacca 2011). Especially,
defining the root of the tree can be highly
problematic. Fortunately, appropriate rooting is
often not needed to establish whether
sequences share a close evolutionary
relationship (Morrison 1996).
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Figure 9. Function annotation of the Glycosyl Hydrolase family 65 homologs of Lb. plantarum.
The genes encoding putative maltose phosphorylases in L. plantarum (map2 and map3 in Figure 2) were used
to search for homologs in all Lactobacillus genomes (the process is described in detail in Appendix A). The
protein sequences were collected and sequences with experimentally validated function, taken from the CAZY
database, were added (indicated in color). All sequences were aligned and a Neighbor Joining tree was
generated on basis of the alignment. A) Neighbor Joining tree and multiple sequence alignment for the
Glycosyl Hydrolase family 65 homologs of L. plantarum. B) Putative annotation for the genes map1-4 of L.
plantarum as derived from the clusters in the Neighbor Joining tree.
The clusters show a very high bootstrap support (>999/1000) and the sequences within the clusters are well-aligned (no
gaps within the clusters). These two observations are strong indicators that the sequences within the clusters are
orthologous and thus share the same molecular function. In the case of map2 and map3, they are both orthologous to the
gene encoding maltose phosphorylase in B. subtilis (Inoue et al. 2002). In addition, there is experimental evidence for
maltose phosphorylase activity for several other sequences within the cluster (Huwel et al. 1997; Nakai et al. 2009). Map 4
is orthologous to trehalose phosphorylase of Thermoanaerobacter brockii, whereas Map1 seems orthologous to trehalose
6-P phosphorylase of L. lactis IL1403. The part of the alignment that is depicted represents the region between loop 3 and 4
(structure in (Egloff et al. 2001), which was shown to affect substrate specificity (Nakai et al. 2010).

For the analysis (i.e. classification) of many
sequences at the same time various high
throughput methods have been developed
(examples given in Table 12 from (Kuzniar et al.
2008)). These methods can be either ‘graphbased’ like in the case of COG (Tatusov et al.
2003) and eggNOG (Powell et al. 2012), be ‘tree-

based’ like in the case of LOFT (van der Heijden
et al. 2007), or hybrids of the two. By necessity
the results of these methods will be less accurate
than the results of the more laborious procedure
described earlier. However, in many cases also
the high throughput methods suffice to cluster
evolutionary closely related sequences reliably
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(Koonin 2005; Trachana et al. 2011). In fact, the
problematic cases are mostly obvious. They
relate to sequences with high identity to many
others (i.e. larger gene/protein families with
multiple homologs per genome), and on the
other hand, to sequences that share low identity
with only few sequences. The former group often
is related to transport, carbohydrate metabolism
and transcription regulation, whereas the latter
group includes many of the so-called
‘hypotheticals’.

IV) ANNOTATION OF FUNCTION
In case there is an orthologous relationship
between sequences and the genomic context is
conserved we may in general assume functional
equivalency (i.e. same molecular function, same
biological role). In this section we will describe
the process of the attribution and evaluation of a
putative annotation for a particular sequence by
application of the methods, tools and services
described in the previous sections. It is important
to note that a high sequence identity (or
membership of the same orthologous group),
although it is most often the case, does not
necessarily mean functional equivalency (Rost
2002). At the same time it is important not to
take the annotations present in the public
domain for granted. Soon after the publication of
the first complete genome sequences it was
already noted that the publicly available data
contain many annotation errors (Brenner 1999;
Devos and Valencia 2000; Iliopoulos et al. 2001).
As a consequence, the results of an automated
annotation procedure have to be, what is called
‘curated’ (Francke, Siezen, and Teusink 2005). In
the process of curation, the annotation has to be
somehow linked to experimental evidence as
present in literature. However, also that what is
in text presented as ‘experimentally verified’
should be checked with the actual data to
establish whether the claims are justified, as is
nicely illustrated in the paper by (Iyer et al.
2001).
a) Inference of molecular function: transfer of
annotation
A basic manual annotation strategy for
sequences of unknown function (query) consists
of a number of semi-independent steps as
illustrated in Figure 9 and Appendix A (Bork et al.
1998; Whisstock and Lesk 2003). The first steps
involve the recovery of homologous sequences
(subjects) via a BLAST search, the multiple
alignment of those sequences, followed by the
construction of a tree to establish the putative
evolutionary relationship between them. The
following steps involve a comparison of the
genomic context of all recovered sequences and
the collection of sequence associated
information using either sequence profiles or
group classifications (like COGs) and literature.
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Figure 10. The natural variability of protein sequence and its reflection of function.
In general one may assume for a set of orthologous/homologous sequences that those residues that have been
conserved contribute more to the molecular function than those that have not been conserved. Vice versa one
may assume that a change in the former will have an effect on function, whereas a change in the latter will not.
Moreover a distinction can be made between those residues that are conserved between all homologs, i.e.
which will mostly confer general functional characteristics, and residues that are conserved between a subset
of homologs, i.e. which will confer more specific characteristics.
A) Conservation of the characteristic sigma-54 interaction sequence within 5000 sigma-54 related Enhancer
Binding Proteins (EBP). The part of the EBP sequence that is responsible for the direct interaction with sigma-54
is highly conserved and a single amino acid change can abolish the interaction (see Figure 4). The level of
conservation is rare given the fact that sequences are derived from species representing very different domains
of the kingdom bacteria. One may assume that especially changes in the fully conserved residues (nr 5, 6 10)
will affect the binding of the EBP to sigma-54. Nevertheless, not all changes in these highly conserved residues
appear to abolish the activity (see refs in (Francke et al. 2011)). It has been shown that replacement of the Phe
at position 12 (Zhang et al. 2009) and the Thr at position 13 (Dago et al. 2007) have a huge negative effect on
activity. B) Conservation of the RpoN-box in the sigma-54 sequence throughout the bacterial kingdom. The
RpoN box is responsible for the interaction of the sigma factor with the promoter DNA. In this case the level of
sequence conservation corresponds nicely with the importance for the maintenance of function as was shown
in an Ala-Cys scanning mutagenesis study (Xiao et al. 2009). Mutagenesis of the residue-pairs marked by the
purple dots abolished the DNA-binding (almost) completely. Exchange of the other residues hardly affected
function. This is in line with the observed lack of conservation. C) Comparison of the metA gene, encoding
homoserine O-succinyl/acetyl transferase, between Enterobacteriaceae and Bacillaceae. The stretch of
sequence containing the residues that compose the acetyl/succinyl binding site is shown. The enterobacterial
enzyme is a homoserine O-succinyl transferase (Born and Blanchard 1999), whereas a single amino acid
mutation (at position 111 in the reference structure as indicated by the blue arrow) makes the Bacillus cereus
ortholog a homoserine O-acetyltransferase (Zubieta et al. 2008). The residues indicated by arrows display a
conserved difference between the metA sequence of enterobacteriales and (Lacto)Bacillales. Therefore these
residues represent prime candidates to confer potential differences in function, whereas for instance the
residues underlined in green show such a high degree of variability within the subsets that a change in any of
them probably has no effect on the functional properties. MetA provides a perfect example of the divergent
evolution of some orthologs.
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In principle, the annotation can be transferred
directly from a subject to the query in case the
observations made in the three initial steps point
in to the same direction, namely of clear
orthology, a conserved genomic context and
identical sequence profiles. In case, the
correspondence between the data related to the
query and subject sequences is reduced, the
function is less predictable. For instance, one can
infer that the function and role of nonorthologous homologs that share a conserved
genomic context will be highly similar, and that,
in case the context is not conserved, the function
will be probably similar. The reliability of the
information transfer thus increases with an
increasing number of independent observations
in support.
Important clues concerning protein function
can come from structural data (Whisstock and
Lesk 2003; Mazumder and Vasudevan 2008;
Fischer 2006; Watson, Laskowski, and Thornton
2005). Many structures of proteins with
unknown function have been solved on an
individual basis, but more and more, also in a
high throughput manner (Yakunin et al. 2004).
Structural alignment with proteins of known
function then can help to infer putative
functional similarity (Mayr, Domingues, and
Lackner 2007; Liu, Srivastava, and Zhang 2011).
As we have mentioned before, in the case
structural data are available homology modeling
can be used to pinpoint functionally important
residues (Venselaar et al. 2010a; Venselaar et al.
2010b). Similarly, a comparison of the
conservation patterns displayed by conserved
residues between groups of paralogous
sequences can be used to pinpoint those
residues that confer functional specificity
(Bharatham, Zhang, and Mihalek 2011). In fact
one-residue changes that alter the protein
specificity can be traced that way (see (Kumar,
Henikoff, and Ng 2009) and Figure 10).
The inference procedure described above can
be applied to sequences that evolve divergently
(majority). However, there are some well-studied
cases of convergence, where sequences that
share no common history have evolved to
perform the same task, i.e. to have the same
molecular function and biological role. In the
absence of experimental data there is no way in

which a single sequence-based analysis can
detect such an analogy between sequences.
Nevertheless, genes present in the gene context
might point in the right direction as well as the
regulatory elements that are associated to the
particular genes. A perfect example can be found
for the enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of
lactose in to its constituent sugars glucose and
galactose, beta-galactosidase as depicted in
Figure 11.
Correlations found in high throughput
experimental
data,
like
transcriptomic,
proteomic and/or metabolomic data, can be
used to support the function annotation of a
particular sequence (e.g. (Clare and King 2002)).
Nevertheless and paradoxically, although this
kind of experimental data represent the actual
state of cells/organisms, correlations between
the presence of certain sequences and the
observed behavior can not be taken blindly as
indicative of the role of those sequences because
many of the observed effects may be indirect. In
fact, a thorough sequence analysis and/or
dedicated experimental investigation of the
molecular mechanism will often be needed to
prove a causal relationship between the
observed phenomena and the (in-)activity of
certain gene products. A tool that approaches
such kind of integrative analysis for a large
number of sequences present in the public
domain is STRING (Szklarczyk et al. 2011).
b) High throughput annotation
It is clear that a purely manual strategy is far too
laborious to achieve annotation for large sets of
sequences, like for instance in the case of a
newly sequenced genome. Therefore many
function recognition and annotation pipelines
have been developed (see (Siezen and van Hijum
2011) and Table 13). Basically, these pipelines
represent an automated version of the process
described in the previous paragraphs. Due to the
automation the reliability of the annotation will
be less clear. Nevertheless, much of the function
annotation found in the public domain is derived
from using such pipelines. The reliability can be
enhanced by relating the newly sequenced
genome to the content of a curated database
(e.g. like the EnzymeDetector pipeline does
(Quester and Schomburg 2011)).
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Figure 11. Function annotation of the beta-galactosidases in Escherichia coli and Lactobacillus
plantarum.
A) Comparison of the sequence similarity of the beta-galactosidases of E. coli and L. plantarum using BLAST. B)
Gene context of the corresponding genes. The associated regulators (in orange) are all members of the LacIfamily. In fact, E. coli EbgR and L. plantarum LacR, RafR and GalR belong to a separate clade within the family
(Francke et al. 2008). Their relatedness suggests they will respond to very similar signal molecules. C) Function
annotation of lp_3469 on basis of the genomic context. In the absence of additional experimental knowledge
one could provide the gene lp_3469 with a putative function annotation on basis of the two genomically
associated genes. The first gene, lacS, encodes a lactose proton symporter (purple; see Figure 7) and the
second a regulator of the lacI-family with an inducer related to lactose (see B). In addition, the encoded protein
sequence is characteristic for a glycoside hydrolase. Therefore, lp_3469 encodes a putitative lactose hydrolase,
i.e. a beta-galactosidase. Indeed, the orthologs found in L. acidophilus and L. reuterii (gene lacA) were shown to
bind similar substrates as LacZ and LacLM, although with different specificity (Schwab, Sorensen, and Ganzle
2010; Andersen et al. 2011).
The production of galacto-oligosaccharides using microbial beta-galactosidases is currently well-studied in the field of
functional foods (Park and Oh 2010). In Escherichia coli a gene encoding beta-galactosidase: lacZ, was described first by
Joshua Lederberg in 1948 (Lederberg 1948). And the regulation of the gene has become the archetype of the organization of
prokaryotic transcription regulation. It took 25 years before a second beta-galactosidase encoding gene was discovered in
E.coli (Campbell, Lengyel, and Langridge 1973). This gene was designated ebgA, from evolved beta-galactosidase. The
discovery resulted in the classic study (designation by (Dean 2010)) of molecular evolution (review in (Hall 2003)). The
BLAST E-values comply with the assertion that both genes have evolved from a common ancestor. In many lactobacilli a
third closely-related variant is found, lacLM. In some Lactobacilli (L. delbrueckii and L. salivarius) the protein is encoded by a
single gene. However, in most Lactobacilli the protein is encoded by two neighboring genes (probably the result of gene
fission) and the active protein is a heterodimer (Nguyen et al. 2007a). It is the LacLM protein that is exploited in the
biotechnological applications (Nguyen et al. 2007b; Liu et al. 2011). Like E. coli, various Lactobacilli have a second betagalactosidase encoding gene, lacA. However, this gene has a completely different evolutionary origin and thus represents a
functional analog.
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Figure 12. Function annotation of amino acid transporters in Bacillus anthracis on basis of the
amino acid specificity of the associated regulatory elements.
In many Bacilli and Lactobacilli a number of genes related to amino acid metabolism and transport is preceded
by a regulatory sequence called a T-box riboswitch (Gutierrez-Preciado et al. 2009). In amino acid-rich
conditions the T-box forms a terminator structure, thereby preventing transcription of the genes downstream.
Transcription can ensue after the formation of the anti-terminator structure which is induced upon binding of
uncharged t-RNA to the so-called specifier codon. As the name implies the specifier codon recognizes only one
kind of t-RNA and thus makes the response amino-acid specific. The amino-acid specificity of a T-box thus can
thus be taken as an indicator of the molecular function of the gene downstream (Wels et al. 2008).

c) Enzyme promiscuity
The function annotation of genes and proteins is
often perceived as describing a singular trait. As
we have pointed out earlier, this singular view
should be corrected because most of these
molecules have multiple roles. Moreover, with
regards to function annotation of proteins there
is an additional layer of complexity which is
related to the fact that several substrates look
and behave similarly. Indeed, for many proteins
it has been observed that they can act on
multiple substrates. This phenomenon is
nowadays referred to as ‘enzyme promiscuity’
(for a comprehensive review see (Khersonsky
and Tawfik 2010)). Also in the case of transport
most individual systems have been associated to
multiple substrates (see for the bacterial PTS e.g.
(Postma, Lengeler, and Jacobson 1993)).
Fortunately for many enzymes information about
the additional substrates can be easily found, for
instance in the databases of KEGG (Kanehisa et
al. 2008) and BRENDA (Scheer et al. 2011).
Enzyme promiscuity has gained interest because
of its potential application in biotechnology (Hult
and Berglund 2007). Efforts to trace and predict
new promiscuous functions focus at both the
protein sequence level (Carbonell and Faulon
2010) and at the level of the substrates (Nath
and Atkins 2008; Kim, Bolton, and Bryant 2011),
the latter often by applying a simple similarity
measure called the ‘Tanimoto similarity’ (Rogers
and Tanimoto 1960). In addition, compound

similarity measures can also be used to infer
properties like toxicity, as exemplified recently in
E. coli (Planson et al. 2011) and Plasmodium
(Gonzalez-Diaz et al. 2011).
d) Inference of biological role: reconstruction
and modeling
The cellular system as a whole, as represented in
its biochemical pathways, signal transduction
routes, the structure of cellular molecular
machines, and the composition of the cellular
structures, provides the functional context of a
gene/protein sequence. Thus a reconstruction of
the system will add to the potential identification
of the biological role of the gene/protein
sequence. The conversion of the reconstruction
into a model will ultimately enable the
quantification of that role (Reed et al. 2006). The
process of sequence-based reconstruction in
principle involves exactly the same methods and
procedures as described earlier, the only
difference being that now the acquired
information is put into a broader functional
context (Francke, Siezen, and Teusink 2005).
Various pipelines exist that allow reconstruction
of the cellular metabolism on basis of its genome
(like e.g. IMG (Markowitz et al. 2012), RAST (Aziz
et al. 2008) and PathwayTools (Karp et al. 2010)).
A large number of reviews have appeared
describing the process and pitfalls of metabolic
reconstruction (e.g. (Francke, Siezen, and Teusink
2005; Duarte et al. 2007; Ma et al. 2007; Satish
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Figure 13. Function annotation of the GPH-family transporters of Lactobacillus plantarum.
The genes encoding the GPH-family transporters were collected and classified as illustrated in Figure 7. A
bootstrapped neighbor-joining tree was generated on basis of the multiple sequence alignment. The tree shows
three separate clusters. The cluster consisting of lp_3468 and lp_3486 is special in the sense that the encoded
transport proteins contain a PTS-related signal domain, the status of which affects the mode of action of the
transport protein. A) Function annotation of genes lp_3468 and lp_3486. The annotation of lp_3486 can be
based on primary experimental evidence, whereas the annotation of lp_3468 can be inferred on basis of
orthology with lacS of S. thermophilus and the experimental evidence presented for the molecular function of
that gene/protein. B) Function annotation of the gene lp_1729. The annotation as a maltose proton symporter
is based on the genomic association with maltose phosphorylase (map3, Figure 9) and the general functional
trait of GPH-family homologs, which is to transport (di-)saccharides via proton symport (Poolman et al. 1996).
Moreover, the operon is preceded by a binding-site for the maltose-activated TF Lp_0172 (Francke et al. 2008).

Kumar, Dasika, and Maranas 2007; Osterlund,
Nookaew, and Nielsen 2011; Pitkanen, Rousu,
and Ukkonen 2010)) and the creation and
application of metabolic models thereof (e.g.
(Price et al. 2003; Durot, Bourguignon, and
Schachter 2009; Oberhardt, Palsson, and Papin
2009; Blazeck and Alper 2010; Chen et al. 2011)).
Reconstruction of the regulatory network that
is associated to the metabolic enzymes could add
to the understanding of the dynamics of an
organism’s physiology and the role of particular
signaling
metabolites
therein.
These
reconstructions can be based both on genome
sequence data (Rodionov 2007) and on high
throughput data, but are currently mainly based
on the latter (Herrgard, Covert, and Palsson
2004). Unfortunately, every network inference
that is based on high throughput data alone
suffers from the fact that the system is
experimentally underdetermined (De Smet and

Marchal 2010). Latter problem can be tackled by
directing the reconstruction on basis of
additional considerations. One should realize
that the direction of the ultimate outcome then
will be predetermined. The additional
considerations include for instance binding-site
definitions based on purely in silico methods but
also supervised footprinting approaches (Stormo
2000; Bulyk 2003; Thompson, Rouchka, and
Lawrence 2003; Alkema, Lenhard, and
Wasserman 2004; Van Hellemont et al. 2005;
Wels et al. 2006; Okumura et al. 2007; Francke et
al. 2008; Nain, Sahi, and Kumar 2011). Two
examples of enhanced annotation based on
knowledge of the regulatory connections are
given in Figures 12 and 13. Despite the above,
the (automated) reconstruction methods are still
at a stage of infancy (Fuellen 2011).
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3) CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE POSSIBLE
APPLICATION OF BIOINFORMATICS IN GMO
RISK-ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES

presented in (Fisher et al. 2011), where a library
of random 102 amino acid-long sequences were
tested in vivo for their ability to rescue particular
knockout phenotypes in E. coli. To formulate the
expected outcome and/or risk of such an
experiment, the random sequences have to be
attributed a putative molecular function and the
potential effects of the presence of these
functions inside the cell has to be evaluated. In
this Chapter we will illustrate for a few examples
how the bioinformatics-based analyses described
in the former chapter can be used to answer
some of the questions related to these kind of
applications. The description will start with the
simple case of introducing a limited number of
changes in a sequence of known molecular
function and will end with more complicated
cases.

There is considerable variability in the extent to
which genetic material is engineered in different
biotechnological applications (Carr and Church
2009). And thus there is a considerable variability
in the ease and reliability with which the
potential effects can be predicted. In the
simplest case, to improve the yields in the
industrial production of a particular protein one
might adapt the codon usage within the related
gene (thus without affecting the protein
sequence). Then the most important effect that
has to be taken in to account in the prediction is
the increased local concentration of the
particular protein. A far more complicated case is

Figure 14. Rational engineering of Lactobacillus acidophilus maltose phosphorylase.
Recently the maltose phosphorylase of L. acidophilus was successfully engineered into a trehalose or kojibiose
dual specifity phosphorylase using only a few amino acid residue replacements that were implied by homology
modeling of the protein (Nakai et al. 2010). First the protein sequence of the maltose phosphorylase of L.
acidophilus was aligned with that of L. brevis and then, from the alignment, the sequence was superimposed on
the crystal structure of the L. brevis protein (Egloff et al. 2001), together with the substrate acarbose taken
from the crystal structure of substrate-bound glucoamylase (Aleshin et al. 2003). The model implied the region
between loop 3 and loop 4 to be important for substrate specificity (Nakai et al. 2010). The Figure depicts this
region for the average sequence of the maltose phosphorylase orthologs and the trehalose phosphorylase
orthologs as derived in Figure 9. The amino acid residues in loop 3 and loop 4 show conservation for the two
orthologous groups (related to family traits), whereas the residues assigned to the active site show a
conservation pattern that is clearly different between the groups (red-brown box; related to specific function).
Mutation of the related residues in the maltose phosphorylase of L. acidophilus imposed trehalose activity on
the enzyme. The resulting activity was dual activity (both on maltose and trehalose), whereas the original
maltose phosphorylase had a strict substrate specificity (Nakai et al. 2009). Moreover, the specific activity was
much lower than in the original enzyme. The latter phenomenon is often observed in the rational re-design of
enzyme activity (Gerlt and Babbitt 2009) and is probably related to the fact that many residues contribute to
the specificity of the interactions albeit in a more indirect way (e.g. via subtle effects on the overall structure).
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I) VARIATION IN PROTEIN SEQUENCE
a) The potential effect of amino acid
substitutions and the natural variability
argument
Many studies start with a sequence of known
function and introduce a few changes to subtly
change the molecular function. The evaluation of
the expected effects of these changes on the
function is relatively straightforward. In case
various sequence homologs can be collected
using BLAST, the sequences can be aligned and
the conservation of every residue in the
sequence can be evaluated (see Figure 10).
Changes in the conserved residues (low natural
variability) can be expected to affect the general
function whereas changes in highly variable
residues can be expected to cause a limited
effect (Bharatham, Zhang, and Mihalek 2011).
Moreover, when the group of homologs is
divided in to its constituent groups of orthologs,
the differences in conservation patterns between
the various groups can be used to predict those
changes that could affect the specific function
(Kumar, Henikoff, and Ng 2009). In case
structural data are available for one of the
homologs the assessment of potential effects
can be refined through homology modeling
(Venselaar et al. 2010b; Worth, Preissner, and
Blundell 2011) (see Figure 14).

a modification involves the reconstruction of the
metabolism of the recipient organism with the
new functionality. It might be that certain
metabolic conversions that were not possible
before could have become possible. Likewise,
the presence of new promiscuous functions
could have a similar effect.
d) Function prediction of multiple sequences or
multiple domains
The comparative analysis of a protein sequence
that consists of multiple domains is not very
different from the comparative analysis of
multiple sequences. Basically, the individual
domains or sequences should be used to search
for homologs and orthologs and the results can
then be treated as in the single sequence case.
For sequences that lack clear boundaries, one
could resort to the analysis of constituting partial
sequences (e.g. 50 amino acids). Similarly, in the
case the genuine ORFs can not be determined
easily on basis of the DNA sequence one could
take all potential ORFs (six reading frames) and
perform a comparative analysis. This procedure
is depicted in Figure 15 and Appendix B.

II) VARIATION IN DNA AND RNA SEQUENCE
ELEMENTS
The evaluation of the potential effect of
nucleotide changes for the ‘non-coding’ part of a
DNA sequence is much harder than for the
‘coding’ part. This is the consequence of two
interrelated phenomena namely: the relative
lack of comprehensive knowledge concerning
functional elements on the DNA (including for
instance protein binding-sites or elements that
encode small RNAs), and the fact that DNA is
composed of only four different building blocks
making the recognition of patterns more difficult
than in the case of proteins (4 components vs.
20). With regard of the latter, the overall DNA
structure is also far more homogeneous and less
dependent on composition than protein
structure. Neverheless, some general rules do
apply. And these can be used to interpret the
potential function of particular DNA sequences
as illustrated in Figure 16 and further discussed
below.

b) Function prediction of a single sequence
For many sequences that have not received a
specific function annotation in the past due to a
lack of evidence in the experimental literature,
orthologs or homologs can be found that have
been related to such evidence. One could
therefore routinely perform the initial steps of a
sequence-based annotation as depicted in Figure
9 (and Appendix A). Moreover, as the number of
sequenced genomes and therewith the number
of potential orthologs and homologs rapidly
increases, and likewise the volume of enzyme
specific experimental data, it is often rewarding
to follow this procedure.
c) Behavior of a single sequence in a different
host
Another kind of modification involving sequences
of known function might be the introduction in a
different organism than the parental organism.
One way to evaluate the potential effects of such
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Figure 15. Multiple BLAST analysis of the region of plasmid pNMD-1_Dok01 containing the blaNMD-1
gene flanked by the IS903 elements
The nucleotide sequence of plasmid pNMD-1_Dok01 from E. coli was obtained from NCBI and loaded in to
Artemis (Carver et al. 2008). A) Potential coding sequences were identified (>66 amino acids) in six reading
frames for the region flanked by the IS elements 903. All sequences were BLASTed (cut-off E-value of 10)
against the Enterobacterial genome sequences (data given in Appendix B). B) There were 13 sequences with a
score <E-5. Of these only four overlap (i.e. 4a and 4b, 6 and 7). The identification matches perfectly with the
one described by (Sekizuka et al. 2011). The plasmid contains the gene encoding NDM-1 metallo betalactamase, which imposes a high level of antibiotic resistance. The IS elements were also automatically
identified using IS FInder (IBCG 2011) (see Appendix B).
In 2009 a carbapenem resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae strain was isolated from a Swedish patient that visited New Delhi
(Yong et al. 2009). It appeared that the resistance was brought about by a new metallo-beta-lactamase encoded by the
blaNMD-1 gene which was located on a plasmid flanked by two IS elements. The metallo-beta-lactamases confer resistance
to almost all beta-lactams (the major group of antibiotics) (Cornaglia, Giamarellou, and Rossolini 2011). Moreover, the
blaNMD-1 gene has proven extremely mobile between various bacterial species (Walsh et al. 2011). The mobility of the
antibiotics-resistance conferring metallo-beta-lactamase among Gram-negative bacteria is currently one of the most
important challenges in the control of infectious disease (Boucher et al. 2009).

a) Protein binding-sites
All genes (or better, units that are to be
transcribed) are preceded by a promoter to
recruit the RNA polymerase and often also by
one or more binding-sites for regulatory proteins
or regulatory RNA. In the case of regulatory
proteins many DNA-sequence binding motifs
have been defined on the basis of experimental
evidence and many of these have been
accumulated in reference databases (see Table
14). The defined motifs can be used to search
potential binding sites on a genome. However

the correct identification of binding-sites is not
always a simple exercise due to the fact that
many motifs are degenerate, i.e. that they
represent many possible sequences. It is not
always true that a sequence that fits a
degenerate motif could actually serve as a
binding site. Therefore careful definition of a
specific motif is essential for the recognition of
‘true’ sites (Francke et al. 2008). Fortunately, the
composition of a binding site is constrained by
the molecular nature of the binding process and
the helical nature of the DNA molecule. Since
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most regulator proteins interact with the DNA
via a helix-turn-helix sequence and as a dimer, a
binding-site will in general be made up of two
monomer binding sites and will either be
palindromic or represent a direct repeat.
Moreover, since the DNA is helical the monomer
binding-site in general is between 5 and 7
nucleotides long and the two sites that make up
the dimer binding-site are interspaced by a fixed
number of nucleotides (Figure 16).
In general regulatory proteins belong to larger
protein families and thus often more homologs
are present per genome. The members of a
regulator-protein family will in general adopt the
same fold and as a result the DNA-binding motif
should be similar (i.e. similar composition, and
the same size and spacing), but still different
8
enough to ensure regulator specificity . As a
consequence single or double nucleotide
changes in a binding site can change the
responsiveness to a different regulator of the
same regulator family. A change in the
nucleotides that characterize the family often
causes the abolition of regulation. Likewise, small
changes in the helix-turn-helix sequence of the
regulator might cause a shift in regulon. The
above is illustrated by the example given in
Figure 17. Similar considerations hold for the
analysis of eukaryotic sequences although TFselectivity is complicated by the increased
genome size which alters the probability of
finding a particular binding sequence on the
genome by chance considerably and thus, by
necessity, additional factors must play a role
(Pan et al. 2010). In case one does not know
whether a sequence contains particular protein
binding-sites it is very hard to recognize them
because of the fact that the associated
palindromes or direct-repeats are never perfect
and they are short (discussed in (Nain, Sahi, and
Kumar 2011)). A final factor to take in to account

is the spacing of the binding-site with respect to
the promoter. To achieve activation the binding
site has to be located just upstream (~6
nucleotides) of the distant promoter element.
However, repression can be achieved by binding
on top of the promoter, but also downstream
even extending into the coding sequence.
b) Structural elements on the RNA
Another main group of regulatory elements is
related to forming structured RNA (Wan et al.
2011). Structure forming elements can be
recognized on basis of the fact that they should
contain palindromic sequences. The constituent
parts (at least 2) may be interspaced, but they
have to perfectly match9 (in contrast to
palindromic sequences related to transcription
factor binding). The known RNA-elements vary
widely in number, related to the kind of
molecules they are associated with. Structural
elements that occur in high numbers and/or
contain longer conserved sequence stretches
(>12 in prokaryotic genomes (see 8)) can be
recognized relatively easily. Structural elements
that are linked to a single inducer molecule
mostly occur one or a few times in a genome.
Finally, the position of the end of the element
with respect to the translation start is rather
invariable (again in contrast to transcription
factor binding sites). For instance, riboswitches
are structure forming regulatory elements at the
5’ untranslated region of an mRNA molecule that
can change conformation depending on the
binding of an effector molecule, mostly a
metabolite (Vitreschak et al. 2004; Tucker and
Breaker
2005;
Breaker
2011).
The
conformational
change
can
terminate
transcription (via the formation of a terminator
structure) or allow read through (via the
formation of an anti-terminator structure). A
very similar mechanism is represented by the Tbox, which is encountered in the control of
amino acid transport and metabolism in low GC
gram positive bacteria (Vitreschak et al. 2008;
Wels et al. 2008; Gutierrez-Preciado et al. 2009)).

8 The chance of finding a particular nucleotide
10
sequence of length 10 by chance is 4 ≈1in 1.1 Mbase.
As most prokaryotic genomes range in size from 2-5
Mbase, the number of retrieved correct 10 nucleotide
sequences by chance is ~2-5. For a 12 nucleotide
sequence the number becomes smaller than 1. In the
human or a plant genome the number of nucleotides
needed to reach a random probablity <1 is about 5
nucleotides longer.

9 One has to keep in mind that a G can pair with a U in
mRNA.
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Figure 16 Identification of regulatory and other DNA-sequence elements.
A) Identification of putative binding-sites for the transcription factor Lp_0172 in the L. plantarum genome. The
binding motif was determined using a comprehensive footprinting approach set out in (Francke et al. 2008) and
the motif was searched using a similar motif search procedure (Francke et al. 2011). The results are
characteristic for most searches of potential transcription factor binding sites. Several putative sites were
recovered with slightly varying sequence and with a varying orientation (indicated by arrows) and distance to
the translation start of the gene downstream. Indicated in green are the sites that are probably genuine
binding-sites, in blue the sites that could be binding sites (correct orientation) although the distance to the
translation start is rather large, and in red those sites that are probably not
B) The structure forming SMK-box upstream of metK in various Lactobacillus genomes. The translation start is
positioned in the purple box and the first pairing element is found just upstream (in green), the second element
of the pair is found at variable spacing around 50 nucleotides upstream (in green). In-between a conserved
sequence that could represent a different regulatory element (in orange) is located. The SMK-box is not easily
recognized by eye. However, it is perfectly recognized using a motif search because of the perfect pairing.
C) Identification of IS element 904 in the genome of L. lactis IL1403. IS element 904 was found flanking a
transposon encoding e.g. nisin production (Rauch, Beerthuyzen, and de Vos 1990). IS elements can be relatively
easily recognized as they are longer than transcription factor binding sites, as they come in pairs flanking a
transposon, and as there are mostly several perfect copies found in a particular genome.
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In the case of the T-box, a terminator structure is
formed shortly after transcription initiation
unless an uncharged tRNA related to a specific
amino acid binds to the specifier codon present
in the T-box element, whereupon the antiterminator structure is formed. The T-box
element is around 200-250 nucleotides long and,
as it contains four relatively long conserved
sequence stretches, is easily recognizable on the
genome. A change in the conserved parts does
greatly affect the functioning of the element,
whereas a change in the non-conserved part
does not. Nevertheless, the substrate specificity
is encoded in a single triplet, which is not always
easily recognized from the multiple sequence
alignment (illustrated in Figure 17). Other
structural elements are far less easy to recognize
because they involve less conserved residues.
For example, the SMK-box found in low-GC gram
positive bacteria is characterized by two
conserved short stretches of 6-7 nucleotides
(that are palindromic because they have to pair),
which can be interspaced by a stretch of 40-200
nucleotides (Fuchs, Grundy, and Henkin 2006)
(Figure 16). The inducing substrate is always Sadenosylmethionine (SAM).

change. Conversely, with a priori knowledge the
task becomes easier. For instance, as the
sequence of the IS elements associated with a
particular transposon are completely conserved
they are easily tractable within a given genome
(see Figure 16). This property is for instance
exploited by the IS Finder resource of CNRS, the
LMGM at the University of Toulouse and UC
Louvain-la-Neuve (IBCG 2011).

c) Structural elements on the DNA
A third, more diverse group of nucleotide
sequence elements relates more directly to the
DNA itself. They include elements that impose
structure-forming capabilities on the DNA like
recombination hotspots (Smith 1994; Mezard
2006) or the REPs (BIMEs) found in the
enterobacteria (Bachellier, Clement, and
Hofnung 1999). In addition they include
elements that enable the mobility of DNA
sequence like CRISPRs (Horvath and Barrangou
2010; Al-Attar et al. 2011), which are related to
the bacterial viral defense system, but also
transposable elements (Beauregard, Curcio, and
Belfort 2008). The latter elements are widely
being exploited for engineering purposes (Ivics
and Izsvak 2010; Palazzoli et al. 2010) because
they allow directed integration of ‘foreign’
genetic material. Although much research has
been devoted to the mobility of sequence
elements it has until now proven difficult to
predict without a priori knowledge whether a
certain element confers this property and what
the effect will be of a particular sequence
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Figure 17. The natural variability of nucleotide sequence and its relation to function.
Similar to protein sequences one may assume for a set of orthologous/homologous nucleotide sequences, that
those residues that have been conserved contribute more to the molecular function than those that have not
been conserved. Vice versa one may assume that a change in the former will have an effect on function,
whereas a change in the latter will not. Moreover a distinction can be made between those nucleotides that
are conserved between all compared sequences, i.e. which will mostly confer general functional characteristics,
and residues that are conserved between a subset of sequences, i.e. which will confer more specific
characteristics. A) Correlation in the conservation of the transcription factor (TF) sequence and the putative
binding site on the DNA for LacI-family proteins in L. plantarum. The picture projects the sequence conservation
of the DNA-binding Helix Turn Helix motif within a particular orthologous group of the LacI-family of TFs next to
the sequence conservation of the predicted binding site (derived from figure 2 in (Francke et al. 2008)). A clear
correlation can be observed between the composition of the binding site at positions -6, -5 and +5, +6 and the
change in conserved residues in helix 2 between the TF proteins. This pattern corresponds well with the crystal
structure data (interaction indicated in boxes). Given these observations one would predict that changing the
conserved Arg (R) of helix 2 of transcription factor Lp_3531 in to a Gln (Q) would affect the binding affinity to
the original Lp_3531 binding site and would confer affinity to the binding sites of TF LP_3661, thereby making
the related regulon sensitive to a different stimulus. At the same time one would predict almost no effect of a
change in the Asp (D) of helix 1 in TF Lp_3531. B) Variability in the composition of the T-box element within the
Bacillus anthracis genome. The data were taken from (Wels et al. 2008) and relates to Figure 12. The picture
displays the part of the T-box sequence that contains the specifier codon. On the left a putative evolutionary
lineage of the elements is given together with the annotation of the gene downstream. Several nucleotides are
conserved between all T-box elements. Given the presented data one should expect that a change in any of
those could cause the element to become disfunctional. On the other hand a single nucleotide change in the
specifier codon will cause the element to become responsive to a different amino acid. In fact, we and others
(Vitreschak et al. 2008; Wels et al. 2008) have hypothesized that this is actually the way in which the element
evolves (see red box and Figure 12).
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4) CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE

culprits in most modified gene/protein
sequences. However, the procedure will
currently not be very effective to identify
functional RNA- or DNA-sequence elements. The
formulation and implementation of standardized
analysis
procedures
that
support
the
identification of these elements, and therewith
support the reconstruction of regulatory
networks, will require a substantial amount of
additional research.
An aspect that is hardly discussed in this
report, but which will become increasingly
important, is the use of high throughput data to
a priori substantiate assertions concerning the
effect of a particular modification. One way to
use the data would be to predict the functional
context of the modified sequence given a
particular environment. However, at this
moment the data, like provided by microarrays
(e.g. (Tengs et al. 2007)), RNA-seq (e.g. (Tengs et
al. 2009)), or proteome (e.g. (Anttonen et al.
2010)) and metabolome (e.g. (Harrigan, MartinoCatt, and Glenn 2007)) are mainly being used to
check a posteriori the positive and adverse
effects of a modification.
Another aspect that is only slightly touched
upon in this report involves the management of
function information. The central administration
of how particular sequences, organisms and
environments relate to particular hazards is
essential to support evaluations/claims made
using (semi-)automated assessment procedures.
The stored information will also be useful in the
monitoring phase. In fact, appropriate handling
and storage of the data obtained from
monitoring should be(come) an important part
of the monitoring strategy as with the a
posteriori information (after the modification), a
priori (before the modification) inferences can be
checked and improved.
One of the main problems associated to
bioinformatics-driven analysis is an overflow of
information. The amount of data that can be
accumulated and the variability within the data,
make that sifting the relevant information from
the noise in a reasonable amount of time is not
always trivial. In this respect a clearly defined
sifting procedure together with an integrated
presentation of the data is an important aspect
of an effective analysis. For example in the case
of sequence searches, a comprehensive visualiza-

The availability of whole genome sequence
information has caused a considerable expansion
in the range of biotechnological applications.
Many of the new applications pose a challenge
to the assessment of the associated risk. One of
the main issues to be dealt with relates to the
function annotation of extensively modified
sequences and, similarly, to the annotation of
‘new’ sequences. In this report we illustrate that
comparative genomics approaches are wellsuited to support the identification of the
potential biological function of a modified
sequence. The main driver for the recognition of
a functional relation is the consideration of
evolutionary conservation. For instance, a
sequence can be annotated specifically in case it
is orthologous to, or has a similar genomic
context to, a sequence with experimentally
validated function. In case the evolutionary
relations are less clear a prediction of function
becomes less straightforward. Nevertheless,
often a more generalized annotation can be
achieved on the basis of family characteristics of
the sequence (e.g. via profiles). By putting the
function of the modified sequence in to the
context of the reconstructed metabolism (or
regulatory network) of a host organism, the
potential for new biological roles of the modified
sequence can be evaluated.
As the tools and pipelines needed to search
(BLAST) and compare sequences (e.g. via
multiple alignments or homology modeling) and
to reconstruct metabolism are readily available
and work well, the annotation procedure
described in the above can to a large extent be
standardized. In fact, the standardized use of
BLAST searches in the assessment procedure for
modified sequences was hinted at by the
European Food Safety Authority (EFSA 2011) and
was recently included in the US government
federal
guidance
for
DNA-synthesizing
companies to assess the potential harmfulness of
products of functions of synthetic sequences (USgovernment 2010). A practical bioinformatic
implementation of the guidance is given in
(Adam et al. 2011). It includes serial BLAST
searches using a sliding window of around 200bp
(in all 6 reading frames). This procedure in
principle represents a good way to find potential
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Figure 18. The analysis of protein sequence.
tion can not only alleviate the burden of
interpreting all of the BLAST results in a
reasonable amount of time, it can also prove
essential for a correct interpretation of the
results (e.g. in case of overlapping hits).
One of the cornerstones of the current risk
assessment strategies is the consideration
related to a history of safe use. This concept is
powerful in the sense that many conditions have
been probed in the past and the absence of any
negative report then makes a claim towards safe
use of a certain application or organism more
trustworthy. The former is of course only true
when probing has occurred under conditions
where safety of use has been challenged. In a
similar way the history of a sequence is the
cornerstone of sequence-based predictions. The

selective pressures experienced in the past to
maintain a particular function have induced
particular patterns of residue conservation in any
given sequence. Thus the degree of conservation
between evolutionary related sequences may be
related to the importance of a certain residue for
the particular function that has been conserved.
And a change in such a residue may be expected
to affect the function. On the other hand, the
replacement of a residue or residues that is/are
hardly conserved (i.e. show a high natural variability) may be expected to induce little effect.
The variability in sequence between different
organisms has been exploited in the estimation
of for instance plasmid promiscuity (Suzuki et al.
2010) or the extent of lateral gene transfer
(Langille and Brinkman 2009). Similarly, the
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Figure 19. The analysis of nucleotide sequence.
transferability of sequence material can be
calculated from a statistical analysis of the
compositional variation within a population, like
done for crops by (Harrigan et al. 2010).
Nevertheless, currently these estimates lack the
accuracy to calculate the probability that a
certain sequence can/will be transferred.
Considering the ongoing research in this field it is
not unlikely that in the future one can come up
with relatively reliable estimates for the
probability of sequence transfer events.
Whatever the biotechnological application,
the assessment of risk will be restricted with
respect to the available time by necessity.
Because the assessment is comparative by
nature, comparative genomics approaches fit
well in to the current practice. The added value
of the application of bioinformatics analysis
techniques predominantly relates to the first
phase of the assessment: the identification of the
potential consequences (i.e. implied hazard) of

certain sequence modifications. Although the
related methodology has become standardized,
one should be aware that the interpretation of
the results in many cases requires experienced
eyes (Jones and Swindells 2002). The proposed
assessment process can be summarized as
depicted in Figures 18 and 19, for the
identification of protein and nucleotide function,
respectively. First, the kind of molecular/
physiological properties one is interested in have
to be defined. Then the relevant data can be
collected from the appropriate sources of
information. And third, the data should then be
presented in a comprehensive way to enable a
quick interpretation. Finally, the increasing
amount of data and concurrent development of
tools will increase the predictive power of
sequence analyses and thereby will move the
value of bioinformatics also in the realm of
evaluating risk in more quantitative terms.
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TABLE 1. The main public resources of sequence information
name

website

institute

reference

content

genome and protein sequence repositories
NCBI

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov

USA

(Benson et al. 2012)

central repository of genome sequence information

EBI-EMBL

www.ebi.ac.uk

Europe

(Leinonen et al. 2011)

central repository of genome sequence information

DDBJ

www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp

Japan

(Kaminuma et al. 2011)

central repository of genome sequence information

Uniprot knowledgebase

www.ebi.ac.uk/uniprot/index.html

EBI-SIB

(the Uniprot Consortium
2012)

central repository of protein sequence information

Uniprot/SwissProt

web.expasy.org/docs/swissprot_guideline.html

EBI-SIB

PDB

www.pdb.org/pdb/home/home.do

RCSB (Rutgers, UCSD and
Wisconsin Univ.)

protein databases

curated repository of protein sequence information

(Rose et al. 2011)

curated repository of protein structures

Remark: A perfect example of the care one has to take when searching public space using sequence identifiers are the gene identifiers attributed by NCBI. Upon data deposit, NCBI attributes
unique identifiers to the submitted data and the submitted data are stored as a GenBank file. Then NCBI creates a copy datafile with new unique identifiers called the RefSeq file. All relevant
information within the NCBI databases is linked to this RefSeq file and similarly the meta-data in other databases often only refers to this RefSeq gene identifier, resulting in incomplete recovery
of data in case the GenBank gene identifier is used.
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TABLE 2. Resources of functional classification and classified sequences
name

website

institute

reference

content

classification based on function
COG

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG

NCBI

(Tatusov et al. 2003)

annotated clusters of orthologous sequences

GO

www.geneontology.org

GO consortium

(Ashburner et al. 2000)

function description using gene ontologies

(Carbon et al. 2009)

online access to ontology and annotation data

AmiGO
EC-number

enzyme.expasy.org

SIB

(Bairoch 2000)

enzyme database defining EC-numbers

www.chem.qmul.ac.uk/iubmb/enzyme

IUBMB

(IUBMB 1992)

EC-number definitions (enzymes)

Cazy

www.cazy.org

AFMB (Marseille)

(Cantarel et al. 2009)

classification system for Carbohydrate-Active EnZymes

TCDB

www.tcdb.org

UCSD

(Saier et al. 2009)

TC-number definitions (transport systems)

classification based on sequence profiles or structure
CDD

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/cdd.shtml

NCBI

(Marchler-Bauer et al. 2011)

conserved protein domain database at NCBI

HAMAP

hamap.expasy.org/

HAMAP

(Lima et al. 2009)

microbial proteome

Interpro

www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro

EBI

(Hunter et al. 2009)

protein families database

PFAM

pfam.sanger.ac.uk

Wellcome Trust
Sanger Inst. and
Howard Hughes
Janelia Farm Res.
Campus

(Finn et al. 2010)

protein families database

Prodom

prodom.prabi.fr

INRA/CNRS

(Servant et al. 2002)

protein families database based on Uniprot

ProtClustDB

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=protein
clusters

NCBI

(Klimke et al. 2009)

Protein Clusters Database

TIGR fams

cmr.jcvi.org/cgi-bin/CMR/CmrHomePage.cgi

JGI

(Peterson et al. 2001)

protein families database
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protein structure
CATH

www.cathdb.info

Univ. College London

(Greene et al. 2007)

classification of protein domain structures

SCOP

scop.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop/

MRC Cambridge

(Andreeva et al. 2008)

Structural Classification of Proteins

dbd.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/DBD/index.cgi?Home

MRC Cambridge

(Wilson et al. 2008)

Transcription factor database

rfam.sanger.ac.uk

Wellcome Trust
Sanger Inst. and
Howard Hughes
Janelia Farm Res.
Campus

(Gardner et al. 2009)

RNA families database

transcription factor families
DBD
functional RNA
RFAM
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TABLE 3. Public resources of function information
name

website

institute

reference

content

DOE-JGI and LBNL

(Liolios et al. 2010)

status of genomic and metagenomic projects
and their associated metadata

curated, refs

www.genomesonline.org

comprehensive enzyme information system

cur, refs

BRENDA

www.brenda-enzymes.org

TU Braunschweig

(Scheer et al. 2011)
database of Carbohydrate-Active EnZymes

cur, refs

Cazy

www.cazy.org

AFMB (Marseille)

(Cantarel et al. 2009)

transporters
TCDB

www.tcdb.org

UCSD

(Saier et al. 2009)

Functional and Phylogenetic Classification of
Membrane Transport Proteins

cur, refs

genomes
GOLD
enzymes

ABCISSE

www1.pasteur.fr/recherche/unites/p
mtg/abc/database.iphtml

Institut Pasteur

(Bouige et al. 2002)

database of ATP-binding cassette (ABC)
systems

aut-cur,refs

pathways linked to reactions linked to compounds and proteins/genes
KEGG

www.genome.jp/kegg

Kyoto Univ.

(Kanehisa et al. 2008)

most comprehensive pathway/genome
database for all species

aut-cur

Biocyc

biocyc.org/

SRI Int.; Menlo Park CA

(Caspi et al. 2009)

aut-cur,refs

Ecocyc

biocyc.org/ecocyc/index.shtml

MetaCyc database of metabolic pathways and
enzymes and the BioCyc collection of
pathway/genome databases, which includes
Ecocyc

PMN

plantcyc.org

Carnegie Inst. Sci.

(Zhang et al. 2010)

general database of metabolic pathways for
plants (Pathway Tools system)

aut-cur,refs

Gramene

www.gramene.org/pathway

CSHL, Cornell Univ.,
Oregon state, USDA

(Jaiswal 2011; YouensClark et al. 2011)

The Gramene database is a hub for
comparative plant genomics

aut-cur,refs

the SEED

www.theseed.org

Argonne Natl. Lab. and
the Univ. of Chicago

(Overbeek et al. 2005)

genome annotations for archaea, bacteria and
viruses

aut-cur,refs

(Keseler et al. 2011)
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cur,refs

pathways
PathwayCommons

www.pathwaycommons.org/pc

Univ. of Toronto

(Cerami et al. 2011)

a web resource for biological pathway data in
animals and yeast

aut-cur

Reactome

www.reactome.org/ReactomeGWT/
entrypoint.html

NIH and EU

(D'Eustachio 2011)

knowledgebase of human biological pathways
and processes

cur,refs

Wikipathways

wikipathways.org/index.php/WikiPat
hways

Univ. Maastricht, UCSF

(Pico et al. 2008; Kelder et
al. 2009)

a web resource for biological pathway data
mainly in animals and yeast

cur,refs
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TABLE 4. Automated literature searches
name

website

institute

reference

content

Google scholar

scholar.google.nl

Google

©2011 Google

Google Scholar provides a simple way to broadly search for
scholarly literature

PubMed, PMC

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed

NCBI

(Lu 2011)

resource that searches all life science literature. rem: lacks
relevant literature before 2000.

UKPMC

ukpmc.ac.uk

EBI-EMBL, WT, U.Man.

(McEntyre et al. 2011)

a full text article resource for the life sciences. Ext. PMC

Web Of Science

apps.webofknowledge.com

Thomson Reuters

© 2011 Thomson Reuters

cited reference search forward and backward in time

Bio Dictionary

cbcsrv.watson.ibm.com/Tpa.html

IBM

(Rigoutsos et al. 2002)

Dictionary-driven protein annotation using Watson

BioLit

biolit.ucsd.edu

UCSD

(Fink et al. 2008)

integrating biological literature with databases

eGIFT

biotm.cis.udel.edu/eGIFT

Univ. of Delaware

(Tudor, Schmidt, and VijayShanker 2010)

Mining human Gene Information from the Literature. No
retrieval of information on bacterial or plant systems.

e-LiSe

miron.ibb.waw.pl/e-LiSe

IBB, Polish Acad. Sci.

(Gladki et al. 2008)

Service for searching words in publication abstracts.

Textpresso

www.textpresso.org

CalTech, Passadena

(Muller, Kenny, and Sternberg
2004)

an ontology-based information retrieval and extraction
system for biological literature

htsas

miron.ibb.waw.pl/htsas

IBB, Polish Acad. of Sci.
(Warszawa)

(Kaczanowski, Siedlecki, and
Zielenkiewicz 2009)

Service for automatic annotation of proteins using both the
sequence and words derived from publication abstracts

PubDNA Finder

servet.dia.fi.upm.es:8080/pubdnafinder

Univ. Politécnica de
Madrid

(Garcia-Remesal et al. 2010)

a web database linking full-text articles to sequences of
nucleic acids

pubmed2ensembl

www.pubmed2ensembl.org

Univ. of Manchester

(Baran et al. 2011)

search literature for nucleotide sequences specifically for
yeast, fungi and animals

text2genome

text2genome.smith.man.ac.uk

Univ. of Manchester

(Haeussler, Gerner, and
Bergman 2011)

search literature for nucleotide sequences

general

directed

sequence based
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TABLE 5. Public resources of virulence factors and antibiotic resistance genes
name

website

institute

reference

content

VFDB

www.mgc.ac.cn/VFs

China

(Yang et al. 2008)

virulence factors of pathogenic bacteria

MvirDB

mvirdb.llnl.gov

Lawrence Livermore Natl. Lab.
USA

(Zhou et al. 2007)

database of microbial protein toxins, virulence factors and
antibiotic resistance genes

PHI database

www.phibase.org/

BBSRC (UK)

(Baldwin et al. 2006)

database of proteins involved in Pathogen-Host Interactions

virulence factors

antibiotic resistance genes
ARDB

ardb.cbcb.umd.edu

Univ. of Maryland USA

(Liu and Pop 2009)

Antibiotic Resistance Genes Database

Arpcard

arpcard.mcmaster.ca

McMaster Univ. Hamilton, Ca

(CARD 2011)

Antibiotic Resistance Database

EcARS

www.broadinstitute.org/annotation
/genome/escherichia_antibiotic_res
istance/MultiHome.html

Broad Inst.

(EcARS 2011)

Ecoli specific Antibiotic Resistance

EARS-Net

www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/activities/
surveillance/EARS-Net

RIVM

(Gagliotti et al. 2011)

EARS-Net is a European wide network of national surveillance
systems, providing European reference data on antimicrobial
resistance for public health purposes

NMPDR

www.nmpdr.org/FIG/wiki/view.cgi

BRC

The NMPDR provided curated annotations in an environment
for comparative analysis of genomes and biological
subsystems, with an emphasis on the food-borne pathogens

PFGS

pfgrc.jcvi.org pathogen database

J. Graig Venter Inst.

Pathogen Functional genomics resource

ERIC

www.ericbrc.org

ERIC-BRC, SRA Int. Inc

general information

(Zaremba et al. 2009)
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a public knowledge base on molecular mechanisms of bacterial
enteropathogens created via Text-mining

TABLE 6. Public resources of bioactive peptides
name

website

reference

bioactive peptides
AMPer

marray.cmdr.ubc.ca/cgi-bin/amp.pl

ANTIMIC

research.i2r.a-star.edu.sg/Templar/DB/ANTIMIC

(Brahmachary et al. 2004)

APD

aps.unmc.edu/AP

(Wang, Li, and Wang 2009)

BACTIBASE

bactibase.pfba-lab-tun.org

(Hammami et al. 2010)

BAGEL2

bagel2.molgenrug.nl

(de Jong et al. 2010)

BioPD

biopd.bjmu.edu.cn

(Minkiewicz et al. 2008)

Defensins knowledgebase

defensins.bii.a-star.edu.sg

(Seebah et al. 2007)

EROP-Moscow

erop.inbi.ras.ru

(Zamyatnin et al. 2006)

Hmrbase

crdd.osdd.net/raghava/hmrbase

(Rashid et al. 2009)

NORINE

bioinfo.lifl.fr/norine

(Caboche et al. 2008)

PepBank

pepbank.mgh.harvard.edu

(Duchrow et al. 2009)

PeptideDB

www.peptides.be

(Liu et al. 2008)

PhytAMP

phytamp.pfba-lab-tun.org

(Hammami et al. 2009)

RAPD

faculty.ist.unomaha.edu/chen/rapd

(Li and Chen 2008)

SwePep

www.swepep.org

(Falth et al. 2006)

AMSDb

www.bbcm.units.it/~tossi/pag2.htm

PenBase

www.penbase.immunaqua.com

(Gueguen et al. 2006)
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TABLE 7. Search similar sequences
Tool

Website

Institute

Reference

Purpose

BLAST

blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi

NCBI refseq

(Altschul et al. 1997)

nucleotide-nucleotide: BLASTN
protein-protein: BLASTP or PSI-BLAST
protein-nucleotide: TBLASTN

FASTA/SSEARCH/RSEARCH

www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/sss/fasta
or
fasta.bioch.virginia.edu/fasta_www2/
fasta_list2.shtml

Uniprot

(Pearson 1995)

protein

(Klein and Eddy 2003)

RNA

ENA

www.ebi.ac.uk/ena

European Nucleotide
Archive

(Leinonen et al. 2011)

Nucleotide Sequence

BOV

bioportal.cgb.indiana.edu/cgi-bin/BOV

Indiana Univ.

(Gollapudi et al. 2008)

a web-based BLAST output visualization tool

MRS

mrs.cmbi.ru.nl/mrs-web

CMBI, RUNijmegen MC

(Hekkelman and Vriend
2005)

A fast and compact retrieval system for biological data

PLAN

bioinfo.noble.org/plan

Samuel Roberts Noble
Foundation, Ardmore

(He, Dai, and Zhao 2007)

automating high-throughput BLAST searches and for
managing and mining results
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TABLE 8. Search for similar sequence profiles
Tool

Website

nstitute

Reference

Content

protein sequence classification
(Wilson et al. 2009)

Superfamily

supfam.org/SUPERFAMILY/index.html

Univ. of Bristol

CDD

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/cdd.
shtml

NCBI

(Marchler-Bauer et al. 2011)

COMA

bioinformatics.ibt.lt:8085/coma

Vilnius Univ.

(Margelevicius and Venclovas
2010)

COMPASS

prodata.swmed.edu/compass

Howard Hughes Med. Inst.,
Univ. Texas

(Sadreyev et al. 2009)

DAS server

mendel.imp.ac.at/sat/DAS/DAS.html

Univ. of Birmingham

(Cserzo et al. 2002)

FFAS

ffas.ljcrf.edu/ffas-cgi/cgi/ffas.pl

Sanford|Burham Med.Res.
Inst.

(Jaroszewski et al. 2011)

Gene3D

gene3d.biochem.ucl.ac.uk

UC London

(Lees et al. 2010)

CATH

HHpred/HHsenser

toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de

MPG, Tuebingen

(Soding et al. 2006)

HMM vs HMM

Interpro

www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro

EBI

(Hunter et al. 2009)

Panther

www.pantherdb.org

UCSC

(Thomas et al. 2003)

PFAM

pfam.sanger.ac.uk

WT-Sanger Inst.

(Finn et al. 2010)

PRIAM

priam.prabi.fr

INRA

(Claudel-Renard et al. 2003)

Prints

www.bioinf.manchester.ac.uk/dbbrowser
/PRINTS/index.php

Univ. of Manchester

(Gaudet et al. 2012)

Prodom

prodom.prabi.fr/prodom/current/html/ho
me.php

INRA/CNRS, Uniprot

(Servant et al. 2002)

proFAT

cluster-1.mpi-cbg.de/profat/profat.html

MPI, Dresden

(Bradshaw, Surendranath, and
Habermann 2006)
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conserved protein domain database at NCBI

GO related

enzyme detection

a web-based tool for the functional annotation of
protein sequences

ProSite

prosite.expasy.org

SIB/Expasy

(Sigrist et al. 2010)

SALAD

salad.dna.affrc.go.jp/salad/en

Natl. Inst. of Agrobiological
Sci., Tsukuba

(Mihara, Itoh, and Izawa 2010)

SBASE

hydra.icgeb.trieste.it/sbase

ICGEB, Trieste

(Vlahovicek et al. 2003)

SMART

smart.embl-heidelberg.de

EMBL

(Letunic, Doerks, and Bork
2009)

support vector machine based prediction of protein
domains

protein structure comparison
Dali

ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/dali_serv
er

Univ. of Helsinki

(Holm and Rosenstrom 2010)

The Dali server is a network service for comparing
protein structures in 3D

HOPE

www.cmbi.ru.nl/hope

CMBI, RUNijmegen MC

(Venselaar et al. 2010b)

prediction of effect mutations through homology
protein structure models

MODbase

salilab.org/modbase

UC San Fransisco

(Pieper et al. 2011)

a database of annotated comparative protein
structure models and associated resources

PESDserv

reccr.chem.rpi.edu/Software/pesdserv

Rensselaer Polytechnic
Inst. Troy

(Das, Krein, and Breneman
2010)

a server for high-throughput comparison of protein
binding site surfaces

psipred

bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/psipred

UCL, Bloomsbury

(Bryson et al. 2005)

protein structure predictor

SiteFinder|3D

Sage.csb.yale.edu/sitefinder3d

Howard Hughes Med. Inst.,
Yale Univ.

(Innis 2007)

Identification of functional sites in a protein structure

LocateP

www.cmbi.ru.nl/locatep-db/cgibin/locatepdb.py

CMBI, RUNijmegen MC

(Zhou et al. 2008)

Subcellular location prediction for proteins of Grampositive species

PSORTb v.3.0

www.psort.org/psortb

Simon Fraser Univ.

(Yu et al. 2010)

Prediction of protein location in bacteria and archaea

signalP

www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP

Techn.l Univ. of Denmark

(Petersen et al. 2011)

signal peptides

protein location
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TCDB

www.tcdb.org

UC San Diego

(Saier, Tran, and Barabote
2006)

Transporter database and classification

TMHMM

www.cbs.dtu.dk/services

Techn. Univ.of Denmark

(Krogh et al. 2001)

Transmembrane helices

wolf PSORT

wolfpsort.org

CBRC, Japan

(Horton et al. 2007)

Subcellular location of eukaryotic proteins

Annotation of individual proteins
ANNIE

Annie.bii.a-star.edu.sg

A*Star, Singapore

(Ooi et al. 2009)

Annotation of individual protein on basis of various
algorithms

EnzymeDetector

Enzymedetector.tu-bs.de

Techn. Univ. Braunschweig

(Quester and Schomburg 2011)

Annotation of proteins on basis of BRENDA

3D-Fun

3dfun.bioinfo.pl

Bioinfobank Inst., Poznan

(von Grotthuss et al. 2008)

Annotation of proteins on basis of 3D structure

ProFunc

www.ebi.ac.uk/thorntonsrv/databases/ProFunc

EBI-WT, Hinxton

(Laskowski, Watson, and
Thornton 2005)

Annotation of proteins on basis of 3D structure

SIFT

Sift.jcvi.org

JGVI, San Diego

(Kumar, Henikoff, and Ng
2009)

Identification of residues important for function
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TABLE 9. Sequence alignment tools
Tool

Reference

Website

ClustalX/W and Omega

(Jeanmougin et al. 1998; Larkin et al. 2007)

www.clustal.org (software)
www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo

Kalign

(Lassmann, Frings, and Sonnhammer 2009)

msa.cgb.ki.se (software and server)

T-Coffee/ Expresso

(Notredame, Higgins, and Heringa 2000; Di Tommaso et al. 2011)

http://tcoffee.crg.cat/

MAFFT

(Katoh and Toh 2008)

mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/ (software)

MUSCLE

(Edgar 2004)

www.drive5.com/muscle/ (software)

ProbCons

(Do et al. 2005)

probcons.stanford.edu/

PRALINE

(Pirovano, Feenstra, and Heringa 2008)

www.ibi.vu.nl/programs/pralinewww/

PROMALS(3D)

(Pei, Kim, and Grishin 2008)

prodata.swmed.edu/promals(sD)/promals(3D).php

SPEM(3D)

(Zhou and Zhou 2005)

sparks.informatics.iupui.edu/SoftwaresServices_files/spem_3d.htm
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TABLE 10. Sequence clustering on basis of MSA
Tool

Website

Institute

Reference

Content

Tree view and analysis
Dendroscope

www.dendroscope.org

Univ. Tuebingen

(Scornavacca, Zickmann, and
Huson 2011)

An interactive viewer for large phylogenetic trees with
several new algorithms to re-cluster sequences

iTOL

itol.embl.de

EMBL

(Letunic and Bork 2011)

an online tool for phylogenetic tree display and annotation

LOFT

www.cmbi.ru.nl/LOFT

CMBI, RU Nijmegen MC

(van der Heijden et al. 2007)

Orth. pred. at scalable resolution by phylogenetic tree

generate clusters of sequences
BLAST-EXPLORER

www.phylogeny.fr

CNRS,Marseille

(Dereeper et al. 2010)

building datasets for phylogenetic analysis

MrBayes

“

“

(Ronquist and Huelsenbeck
2003)

Bayesian analysis of trees

CLUSS

prospectus.usherbrooke.ca/CLUSS

Univ. de Sherbrooke, Canada

(Kelil, Wang, and Brzezinski
2008)

sequence clustering tool

iPhy

iphy.bio.ed.ac.uk

Univ. of Edinburgh

(Jones, Koutsovoulos, and
Blaxter 2011)

an integrated phylogenetic workbench for supermatrix
analyses

Jalview

www.jalview.org/

BBSRC, Univ. of Dundee

(Waterhouse et al. 2009)

a multiple sequence alignment editor and analysis
workbench

MEGA

www.megasoftware.net/

The Biodesign Inst., Tempe

(Tamura et al. 2011)

Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis using Maximum
Likelihood, Evolutionary Distance, and Maximum Parsimony
Methods

Phylemon 2

phylemon.bioinfo.cipf.es/

Centro de Investigación
Príncipe Felipe, Valencia

(Sanchez et al. 2011)

a suite of web-tools for molecular evolution, phylogenetics,
phylogenomics and hypotheses testing

PHYLIP

cmgm.stanford.edu/phylip/

Stanford Univ.

(Felsenstein 2004)

Software package for Phylogeny Inference

PhyML

www.atgc-montpellier.fr/phyml

Univ. Montpellier

(Guindon et al. 2010)

A simple, fast, and accurate algorithm to estimate large
phylogenies by maximum likelihood

TREE-PUZZLE

www.tree-puzzle.de

CIBIF,MFPL, Wien

(Schmidt et al. 2002)

maximum likelihood phylogenetic analysis using quartets
and parallel computing
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TABLE 11. Comparative Genome viewers
Tool

Website

Institute

Reference

Content

Artemis

www.sanger.ac.uk/resources/softwa
re/artemis/

Sanger Inst.

(Carver et al. 2008)

An interactive downloadable viewer

autoGRAPH

genoweb.univ-rennes1.fr
/tom_dog/AutoGRAPH

Univ. Rennes

(Derrien et al. 2007)

an interactive web server for automating and
visualizing comparative genome maps

Ensembl browser

www.ensembl.org

EMBL-EBI

(Fernandez-Suarez and Schuster 2010)

server to browse genomic sequence data

GeConT II

bioinfo.ibt.unam.mx/gecont/

Univ. Nacl. Aut. de México

(Martinez-Guerrero et al. 2008)

Comparative genome analysis

GenomeVx

wolfe.gen.tcd.ie/GenomeVx/

Trinity College, Dublin

(Conant and Wolfe 2008)

Circular chromosome visualization

Gview

www.gview.ca/

Natl. Microbiol. Lab.,
Winnipeg

(Petkau et al. 2010)

Circular and linear viewer for prokaryotic
genomes

IMG

img.jgi.doe.gov/w

DOE-JGI

(Markowitz et al. 2012)

Comparative genomics workbench

Map Viewer

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mapview/

NCBI

(Wolfsberg 2010)

Viewer to browse genomic sequence

MGV

mgv2.cmbi.ru.nl

CMBI, RUNijmegen MC

(Kerkhoven et al. 2004)

Visualization for prokaryote comparative
genomics

MicrobesOnline

www.microbesonline.org

CSHL

(Dehal et al. 2010)

portal for comparative and functional genomics

Microscope

www.genoscope.cns.fr/agc/microsco
pe/

Genoscope

(Vallenet et al. 2009)

Comparative genomics workbench

PSAT

www.nwrce.org/psat

Univ. Washington

(Fong et al. 2008)

a web tool to compare genomic neighborhoods
of multiple prokaryotic genomes

SEED viewer

www.theseed.org

Fellowship for Interpretation
of Genomes, Burr Ridge

(Overbeek et al. 2005)

Genome viewer connected to the SEED
annotation database

UCSC Archaeal
Genome Browser

archaea.ucsc.edu/genomes/bacteria/

UCSC

(Chan et al. 2012)

server to browse genomesequence data

WebGBrowse

webgbrowse.cgb.indiana.edu/

UCSC

(Podicheti and Dong 2010)

visualize genome annotation on GBrowse using
webserver
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TABLE 12. Tools for orthology detection
Tool

Website

Institute

Reference

Content

Berkeley PHOG

Phylofacts.berkeley.edu/orthologs

UC Berkeley

(Datta et al. 2009)

Orthology identification plus Database

COG

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG

NCBI

(Tatusov et al. 2003)

annotated clusters of orthologous sequences

EggNOG

Eggnog.embl.de

EMBL

(Powell et al. 2012)

Database of Orthologous groups

EGO

Compbio.dfci.harvard.edu/tgi/ego

Harvard Univ.

Inparanoid

www.cgi.ki.se/inparanoid

Karolinska Inst., Stockholm

(Remm, Storm, and
Sonnhammer 2001)

Ortholog determinationon basis of biderectionality

LOFT

www.cmbi.ru.nl/LOFT

CMBI, RUNijmegen MC

(van der Heijden et al. 2007)

Orthology prediction at scalable resolution by
phylogenetic tree analysis

OrthoInspector

Ebgi.igbmc.fr/orthoinspector

CNRS/INSERM/UDS

(Linard et al. 2011)

Orthology analysis

OrthoMCL

Orthomcl.cbil.upenn.edu

Univ. of Pennsylvania

(Fischer et al. 2011)

Ortholog identification plus database

Roundup 2

Roundup.hms.harvard.edu

Harvard Med. School

(Deluca et al. 2012)

High throughput orthology database

Eukaryotic Gene Orthologs
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TABLE 13. Annotation pipelines
Pipeline

Website

Institute

Reference

Content

BASys

wishart.biology.ualberta.ca/basys

Univ. Alberta

(Van Domselaar et al. 2005)

web server that supports automated, in-depth annotation of
bacterial genomic

3D-Genomics

www.sbg.bio. ic.ac.uk/3dgenomics

Imp. College, London

(Fleming et al. 2004)

a database to compare structural and functional annotations of
proteins between sequenced genomes

easyDAS

Ebi.ac.uk/pand-srv/easydas

EMBL-EBI

(Gel Moreno et al. 2011)

Customized annotation pipeline

DAS Writeback

“

“

(Salazar et al. 2011)

Community annotation

Genetools

www.genetools.no

NTNU, Trondheim

(Beisvag et al. 2006)

Annotation of single genes or lists of genes based on content
public databases

IMG

img.jgi.doe.gov/w

DOE-JGI

(Markowitz et al. 2012)

Comparative genomics workbench

ISGA

isga.cgb.indiana.edu

Indiana Univ.

(Hemmerich et al. 2010)

Annotation pipeline for prokaryotic genomes

KAAS

www.genome.jp/kegg/kaas/

Kyoto Univ.

(Moriya et al. 2007)

Community annotation and whole genome annotation pipeline

MicrobesOnline

www.microbesonline.org

CSHL

(Dehal et al. 2010)

portal for comparative and functional genomics

Microscope

www.genoscope.cns.fr/agc/micros
cope/

Genoscope

(Vallenet et al. 2009)

Comparative genomics workbench

RAST

RAST.nmpdr.org

Fellowship for the
interpretation of
genomes

(Aziz et al. 2008)

Community annotation and whole genome annotation pipeline
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TABLE 14. Some Databases with regulatory motifs and Search tools
Tool

Website

Institute

Reference

Content

DBTBS

dbtbs.hgc.jp

Inst. Med. Sci., Univ. Tokyo

(Sierro et al. 2008)

Bacillus subtilis

MicrobesOnline

www.microbesonline.org

CSHL

(Dehal et al. 2010)

portal for comparative and functional
genomics

PRODORIC

www.prodoric.de

Techn. Univ. Braunschweig

(Grote et al. 2009)

prokaryotic elements

RegTransBase

regtransbase.lbl.gov

LBNL, IITP

(Kazakov et al. 2007)

transcription factor binding sites

RegPrecise

regprecise.lbl.gov

LBNL, IITP

(Novichkov et al. 2010)

regulon predictions

RegulonDB

regulondb.ccg.unam.mx

CGG/UNAM

(Gama-Castro et al. 2011)

Escherichia coli

SCPD

http://rulai.cshl.edu/SCPD/

CSHL

(Zhu and Zhang 1999)

Sacharomyces cerevisiae

Transfac

www.gene-regulation.com/pub/databases.html

BioBase GmbH

(Matys et al. 2006)

Eukaryotic regulatory elements

ARCS-motif

beijing.case.edu/ARCS Motif/ARCS Motif

Case Western Reserve Univ.

(Zhang, Su, and Yang 2009)

Bioprospector

ai.stanford.edu/~xsliu/BioProspector

Stanford Univ., Palo Alto

(Liu, Brutlag, and Liu 2001)

FitBar

archaea.u-psud.fr/fitbar

CNRS

(Oberto 2010)

GIMSAN

www.cs.cornell.edu/~ppn3/gimsan

Cornell Univ.

(Ng and Keich 2008)

GLAM2

acb.qfab.org/acb/glam2

ARC

(Bailey et al. 2009)

MEME

meme.sdsc.edu/meme/cgi-bin/meme.cgi

NCRR/NBCR

(Bailey et al. 2009)

MicroFootPrinter

bio.cs.washington.edu/software.html

Univ. Washington

(Neph and Tompa 2006)

www1.spms.ntu.edu.sg/~chenxin/W-AlignACE

Nanyang Techn. Univ.,
Singapore

(Chen et al. 2008)

databases

Motif finding tools

W-AlignACE
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TABLE 15. Other Tools and Portals
Website

Reference

Look up identifiers
Batch Entrez

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/batchentrez

SNAD

veb.lumc.nl/SNAD

Representation of Text
WebLogo

weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi

Wordle

www.wordle.net

(Crooks et al. 2004)

Portals
bioportal.weizmann.ac.il
www.agbase.msstate.edu
www.jgi.doe.gov
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
Tools
www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/
www.sanger.ac.uk/resources/software
sparks.informatics.iupui.edu

(Glanville et al. 2007)

phylogenomics.berkeley.edu
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Appendix A: annotation of maltose phosphorylase
A

FASTA files of sequences extracted from NCBI
RefSeq database
>28377000_Lactobacillus_plantarum__WCFS1_map1
MKLIRLRIENDAMDIAYHPVSGQAATAHYLIAYNSDQTIGENLENIKVRLAGLQFDAAIL
ENGLSYPFSDTIVGVNYDRIDVGLALTNLLNIPVVSQAAVDQLGLVAAVKAKSAYLKWHL
DYYGQYHGVRNNGQEAMLTIGNGYFGLRGAFLESHADKDNYPGTYVAGVYDQTTTTVHDH
QVKNEDLVNLPNAQFMTFGIDHQTPFTLNEHDLQDAYRSLDLKTGLLTTTKLIQLASGHQ
LRIRSQKVANMRDWHRYSIRYQVTPLNFAGSLQIYTEIDGSVVNSNVSRYNVFDQHHLKT
MGIETAANTVYLSGQTKSSHINYTIGAKLTSPDVPAIENFNSTQQPQGVQQTVSLAVEAG
KTYTFDKNVVIATSNDHSDPQLTHVQAELDQSSFDNTVTTSKDYWEATWRATDIKIRGDI
TSQRLLRVNIYHSFVSAAAIESGQLDASVGARGLHGEAYRGHVFWDEMFILPFYTLHRPE
LAKQLLAYRYRRLPMARKNAEAEGYAGAMYPWQSASKGDEQSQFTHLNPITKTWDPDNSR
LQRHVSLDIAYNVWFYYHVTQDRDFLTHYGMEMLLSIAAFWISKADYDQANGRYNISGVM
GPDEFHENYPNSTTAGLKNNAYTNIMVAWLFDTITTLRAQMPQAAFQAAAQAAQFDSTAE
QALTTISHQLTLEINRRGIIAQFEGYFNLPTLDFQAYRQKYGDIARMDRILKAESKTPDA
YQVAKQADALMAFYNFDVTTVQKIIEKMGYQLPKEYLTHNIQYYLARTTHGSTLSRIVYA
VLNQLDDNDDDAWKLFSEALASDYYDIQGGTTAEGIHLGVMCATLNLTTRNFGGVNPLGA
HLQVNPRLPEHWQTLKFKHLFRGVHYVFVIDHQRVTVTADQPSTIMIGKQHYQLQAKKPL
SVTYTD
>28377121_Lactobacillus_plantarum__WCFS1_map2
MKRIFEVDPWHVISHELVPTDKRLQESMTSIGNGYMGMRGMFEEHYSNDTLKGIYIGGVW
YPDKTRVGWWKNGYPDYFGKVINSVNFIKVNITIDGDQVDLAKDTVSDFTLDLDMHTGIL
RRSFIITKGEKRVQFMIDRFVSVAQKELFDVHYSVHNLGAEPVQIGFISQIDADVFNEDA
NYDEQFWQVLDKSHAITGGSMFAETKPNNFGTPRFTLGMQMLHETAFRGINAPETEKAVT
NIFRGTLAPDETKNFEKRVLVVTSRDYADMAAMRTGLAELSETVSTQSYEDLRQAHVDGW
AKRWQLSDVLIDGDDAAQQGIRFNLFQLFSTYYGEDKRLNLGPKGFTGEKYGGATYWDTE
AFGVPFYLSLAKPEVTENLLEYRYNQLAGAFHNAKMQGLAGALYPMVTFNGIECHNEWEI
TFEEIHRNGSIAYAIFNYTRYTGDEIYLKTKGIDVLTGISRFWADRVHFSERKQQYMIHG
VTGPNEYENNVNNNWYTNFMARWTLEYTLASLKKVDAAKRAALQITDAELAKWQDIVDRM
YFPYDEKLGIFVQQDGFLDKDVKPVSSIPADQRPINQHWSWDHILRSPYIKQADVLQGIY
YFMDKFTAEQKKRNFDFYEPLTVHESSLSPAVHAILAADLHYEDKAVEMYERTARLDLDN
YNNDTVDGLHITSMTGSWLAIVQGFAGMRVKDDTLAFAPFVPKAWTHYQFHVNFRGRLIK
VDVDQQGTTVELVSGEPLTIELNGQAIEVASTVTTK
>28378411_Lactobacillus_plantarum__WCFS1_map3
MKRIFDVNPWHVLTTDFKPENKRLQESMTSLGNGYMGMRGFFEEDYTGDTLPGIYLGGVW
YPDKTRVGWWKNGYPEYFGKVINAVNFIKINFKLNGTKIDLATANFSDFKLDLDMQHGTL
TRSFIVDQDGQRVRVTFERFLSVAQKELSVQKVTFENLSDQAVELKVASALDADVKNEDA
NYDEHFWNVHEVTDDRLIAQTVPNDFGTPQFTSGMQVSYVTSLTHKAAEVTDTATVDRYF
GTLEAGASVSFEKRVVVVTSRDYPTDDAIMTALQRLTDTVSAQSFDDLLAAHEAGWADRW
QQSDIQIEGDTEAQQGMRFNLFELFSTYYGDDPRLNIGPKGFTGEKYGGATYWDTEAFAV
PVYLGITKPEVTRNLLMYRYKQLDGAYHNARQQGLDGALFPMVTFNGIECHNEWEITFEE
IHRNGDIAFAIYNYTRYTGDTSYVLHEGSKVLTEISRFWADRVHFSKRNQQYMIHGVTGP
DEYENNVDNNFNTNYLAQWTLKYTLEILDQVSDDQAAALNVTAEERAHWQDIVDRMYLPY
DKDLDIFVQHDGYLDKDLAPVSAIPADQLPINQHWSWDHILRSPYIKQGDVLQVMYDFID
DFSKTQLKHNFDFYEPMTVHESSLSPAIHAVLAADLHYEDKAVAFYNRTARLDLDNYNND
TVDGLHITSMTGGWIAMVQGFAGMRVHDGQLSYRPFLPKQWTKYSFRQVFRDRIIEVTVD
HDGTTLKLIAGEPIDVQVDGTTQTLTQN
>28379843_Lactobacillus_plantarum__WCFS1_map4
MQIDKLTLKDVATTNRQYLETIFALGDGHMGVRDSVPFTGNQQATLPVMLINGYYATNPI
TYGESAYGYAKNHQTIISLTSPRYLDFATEKTSSEIPGDWDMTVDDAVLDFDTGVLTEKF
QIVTSDDHHFELVVKSMIALDNSHQLFLNYELTSLDYTGTLRFTRPTIHDVTATTADADD
PRVAQRQSGLTNQFIPADRQQQIEWQTLVASTHQQITQRDWLTSFPTGFEVYGDHAGFHG
SGTIEVQTTLSWSFTRQISEINQALPDTITSWTNDIVDRNRQILTNFWQQSQVQISDKKL
QTGIQYNLFQLFQSAGRNGLTNIAAKGITGPGYEGHYFWDTEMYMLPFFIYTQPQIAKQL
LHYRFSILPQARERARSLGVTRGALYAWRTINGEEASAYFPAGTAQYHINADIAHTVKLY
FDVTNDQNFLREQGAAVVLETARFWLQFGSWQQRDGRSQFCLYKVTGPDEYTALVDNNYY
TNRMAKENMAFAAWLLENHYIDGDADEQAQFTKASTNMYLPYDQEQQVTAQDDNSPKMPV
WPFATTAATQYPLLLHYHPLMIYRHRVNKQADTLLAEMLFPEDQSLEQLRRDYEYYEPIT
THDSSLSRSIFSILASRLGDHDKAFSYYMDTSLMDLVDLQGNAKDGLHEANLGGSWLGLT
YGFAGMYVADGKLHITNHLPTQITHLSYRLRFRGRVLEVQLYQDKTQVKLVTGLPLAVVV
AGKEYDVLQGARSE

B

p1/4 map homologs in Lactobacillus plantarum

View of the genomic context obtained using the Locus-Tags and
the microbial genome viewer http://mgv2.cmbi.ru.nl/

Appendix A: annotation of maltose phosphorylase

p2/4 BLAST results for map1

C

Clear visual separation
of orthologs on basis of
alignment length and
score

Correct function annotation
Erroneous function annotation

Appendix A: annotation of maltose phosphorylase

p3/4 experimentally validated proteins taken from
the CAZY reference database http://www.cazy.org/

D
2.4.1.216

>BAC54904.1|maltose_phosphorylase|Bacillus_sp._RK-1
(Inoue et al. 2002)
>AAV43670.1|maltose_phosphorylase|Lactobacillus_acidophilus
(Nakai et al. 2009)
>Q7SIE1|maltose_phosphorylase|Lactobacillus_brevis
(Huwel et al. 1997; Egloff et al. 2001)
>Q9CID5|Trehalose_6-phosphate_phosphorylase|Lactococcus_lactis
(Andersson, Levander, and Radstrom 2001)
>BAC20640.1|trehalose_phosphorylase|Geobacillus_stearothermophilus (Inoue et al. 2002)
>Q8L164|Trehalose_phosphorylase|Thermoanaerobacter_brockii
(Maruta et al. 2002)
>Q8L163|Kojibiose_phosphorylase|Thermoanaerobacter_brockii
(Yamamoto et al. 2004)
>ABX42243.1|Nigerose_phosphorylase|Clostridium_phytofermentans_ISDg (Nihira et al. 2011)
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E

p4/4 BLAST search of all Lactobacillus and Lactococcus genomes

>Q9CID5|Trehalose_6phosphate_phosphorylase
|Lactococcus_lactis
(Andersson, Levander, and
Radstrom 2001)
>BAC54904.1|
maltose_phosphorylase
Bacillus_sp._RK-1
(Inoue et al. 2002)
>AAV43670.1|
maltose_phosphorylase
Lactobacillus_acidophilus
(Nakai et al. 2009)
>Q7SIE1|
maltose_phosphorylase
Lactobacillus_brevis (Huwel et
al. 1997; Egloff et al. 2001)

>BAC20640.1|
trehalose_phosphorylase|Geobacil
lus_stearothermophilus
(Inoue et al. 2002)
>Q8L164|
Trehalose_phosphorylase
Thermoanaerobacter_brockii
(Maruta et al. 2002)

Appendix B: BLAST analysis of the pNDM-1_Dok01 plasmid from Escherichia coli ST38
Artemis view of the region flanked by the two IS903 elements

IS903

IS903

PLoS One. 2011;6(9):e25334. Epub 2011 Sep 23.
Complete sequencing of the bla(NDM-1)-positive IncA/C plasmid from Escherichia
coli ST38 isolate suggests a possible origin from plant pathogens.
Sekizuka T, Matsui M, Yamane K, Takeuchi F, Ohnishi M, Hishinuma A, Arakawa Y,
Kuroda M.
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Appendix B: BLAST analysis of the pNDM-1_Dok01 plasmid from Escherichia coli ST38
Output of serial BLAST
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Appendix B: Identification of protential IS elements on the pNDM-1_Dok01 plasmid
from Escherichia coli ST38
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